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ABSTRACT 

Homepage for Medical lmage Processing is a web site development project done to 

fulfil the requirement of Bachelor oflnfonnation Technology course. This homepage 

is about the current research in medical image processing area done by the research 

group in Neural Network Lab at Faculty of Computer Science and Infonnation 

Technology University of Malaya. The architecture of this homepage based on 

client-server architecture model. Nowadays, many researchers use the Internet to 

storing, retrieving, and displaying infonnation in a networked environment. Those 

who offer information through the Web must establish a homepage, a text and 

graphical screen display that usually welcomes the users and explains the 

organization that has established the page. For the research group, this home page 

leads users to other pages, and all the pages of the research group are known as Web 

site. This homepage is a way where the research group archive their research result 

and display their result to the user for reference as the main purpose through the 

Internet. This homepage consist eight modules and each module communicate with 

each other through the existed link. The eight modules are Home, Research, 

Publication, Award, People, Gallery, Contact and Links. Home module is the home 

page, which leads the user to another page in this homepage. Research module 

contain about the research done by the research group. Publication module contains 

the publication about the research. Award module contain the award their won. 

People module contains the profile and e-mail of people who work in the research. 

Gallery module contains the image display. From Contact module, user can know the 

address where this research take place and also the e-mail address to contact. This 
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module also includes a link to University of Malaya map for the direction to the 

place. The last module is Links module. This module contains the related link to the 

related project. This homepage build using PHP (Hypertext Preprocessor) for the 

server-side scripting language. MySQL database is used for storing the research 

group infonnation. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

Internet is the world most largest and most widely used network. The internet 's 

an international network of networks that are both commercial and publicly own. 

The Internet connects hundreds of thousands of different networks from more 

than 200 countries around the world. More than 300 million people working in 

science, education, government and business use the Internet to exchange 

information or perform business transactions with other organizations around the 

world. Companies and private individuals can use internet to communicate and 

collaborate, access information, participate in discuss10ns, supply information. 

find entertainment and exchange business transactions. Because of the great 

functions of the Internet, many researchers use the Internet to storing, retrieving, 

and displaying information in a networked environment. Information is stored and 

displayed as electronic pages that can contain text, graphics, animations, sound 

and video. Because of this purpose, the medical image processing research group 

in Neural Network Lab located at Faculty of Computer Science and lnfonnatiqn 

Technology, University of Malaya need a hornepage to storing, retrieving and 

displaying information about their research group and their research result in a 

networked environment. 

1.1 About the Project 

The project, Homepage for Medical Image Processing is about to build a 

homepage for the current research done in medical image processing area 
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especially the research that done by the research group in Neural Network Lab at 

Faculty of Computer Science and Information Technology, University of Malaya. 

1.2 The Puroose of Project 

The purpose of Homepage for Medical Image Processing project is to provide a 

homepage for the research group to storing, retrieving and displaying the 

information about the research group and their research result in a networked 

environment. The homepage will store and display the people of the research, 

research result, images they produce during the research and also the publications 

and award that the research group received. 

1.3 The Objective of Project 

The main objectives of the Homepage for Medical Image Processing are: 

• To provide a web database for the research group to store their research r~ult, 

the images they produce during the research, the publications such as 

conference paper, article journal or book about their research and also the 

awards their received. 

• To provide a web database to store the research group personal profile ancl e

mail address so it is easy for the end user who use this homepage for the 

infonnation access purpose to know them and contact them about the related 

project. 

• To display the current research in this area and provide online resource for the 

end user so they can download the information about the research. 
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1.4 Target User 

After the objectives were defined, the next item is to identifY who want to use it. 

For the Homepage for Medical Image Processing, the target users are: 

i. Student 

Student who done the research about the related project maybe want to 

use the resource from this homepage as their reference. 

ii. Researcher 

The researcher here means the research group or personal those involved 

in the related project research and maybe want this homepage to be one 

of their reference sites. 

iii. Research group member 

The research group also the target user because they will store their 

current research in the web database and this automattcally update the 

infonnation display in this homepage. 

l.S Project Scope 

Homepage for Medical Image Processing consists eight scope modules that are: 

t. Home module 

This module contains the medical image processing research overview 

such as the history of the research and the missions and goals of the 

research. This module is the main module because this module is the main 

page where the end user can link to the other module. 
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n. Research module 

Tbis JTlOdule djsplays the research or project they had done in medical 

iii. Publication mod}lle 

f1J1s modq]e contains the publications about medical image processing 

subjrft f#ey bad pul>ijshed. 

1v. Award moduJe 

This moduJe contains the award the group member had achieved in 

medical image processing area. 

v. People moduJe 

This modtJ}e displays the list of personal of the research group. This 
' 

includes the~ rrofile, their task in a research project and their e-mail 

address so the usq- can contact them. 

vi. Gallery module 

This module displ~ys the list of images include movies and also 3-D 

moqels tp~t are produced during the research. 

vu. Contact m<>Aule 

This moduJe contains the address where the research take place and also 

the e-mail address for end user to contact if they want to know about the a 
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research in detail. This module also includes the direction map to the 

research lab. 

viii. Links module 

This module contains the list of related projects links. 

1.6 Project Schedule 

Scheduling is an activity that gives the information such as what the activities will 

be implemented and when it should be implement. ln scheduling process for a 

project, scheduling tool is used such as Gantt chart and PERT chart. For this 

project, Gantt chart is used to do the scheduling. Figure 1 1 shows the Gantt cbart 

for Homepage for Medical Image Processing development activities scheduling. 

The Gantt chart shows the overlapping tasks commonly occur in system 

development. The Gantt chart does not present the activities implementation order 

but only present the when the activity should start and when it must be done. 
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Activity 

Requirement Analysis 

Interface Design -Database Design -Database Development D 
Interface Coding 

Module Integration 

Testing 

Installation D 
Finish 

§' ;:- > (/.) 0 z 0 ..... 
~ ,... G 0 0 G ~ 

c5 jQ "0 ~ < 0 2 . 
c::5 tv c5 c5 c5 c5 c5 c5 c5 tv tv tv tv tv N w w 

Time (Month) 

-Finish r=lin Pro 
Figure 1.1 Gantt chart for Homepage for Medical Image Processing 

development activities scheduling 

1.7 Summary 

Chapter 1 discusses the case study or case definition, the purpose or the objective 

and the outline of the project development plan. Here, the project development 

plan presented using Gantt chart. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

2.1 Internet Study 

In the general sense, an Internet is a computer network that connects several other 

networks. The art of connecting networks in this way is called internetworking. 

Internet is the worldwide, interconnected system of computers plus the information 

and services they provide and their users that uses the TCP/IP suite of protocols. The 

core networks forming the Internet started out in 1969 as the ARPANET devised by 

the United States Defence Advanced Research Projects Agency (DARPA). An 

important step in the development was the National Science Foundation's (NSF) 

building of a university backbone, the NSF net, in 1986. Important alien networks 

that have successfully been accommodated within the Internet include Usenet, 

Fidonet, and Bitnet. 

During the 1990s, the Internet successfully accommodated the majority of previously 

existing computer networks. This growth is often attributed to the lack of central 

administration, which allows organic growth of the network, as well as the non

proprietary nature of the Internet protocols, which encourages vendor interoperability 

and prevents one company from exerting control over the network. 

The Internet is held together by bi- or multilateral commercial contracts and by 

technical specifications or protocols that describe how to exchange data over the 

network. These protocols are formed by discussion within the Internet Engineering 
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Task Force (IETF) and its working groups, which are open to public participation 

and review. These committees produce documents that are known as Requests For 

Comments (RFCs). The Internet Architecture Board (lAB) raises some RFCs to the 

status of Internet Standard. Some of the most used protocols are TCPIIP, POP, 

IMAP, SMTP, HTTP and FfP. 

Some of the popular services on the Internet that make use of these protocols are e.. 

mail, Usenet newsgroups, FTP, World Wide Web, Gopher, finger and IRC. E-mail 

and the World Wide Web are clearly the most used, and many other services are built 

upon them, such as mailing lists and web logs. The Internet makes it possible to 

provide real-time services such as web radio and web casts that can be accessed from 

anywhere in the world. 

The most used language for communications in the Internet is English, due to the 

Internet's origins and to its use in software programming. The net has grown enough 

in recent years, though, that sufficient native-language content for a worthwhile 

experience is available in most developed countries. 

2.1 .1 History of the Internet 

The Internet began as a United States Department of Defense Advanced Research 

Projects Agency network to link scientists and university professor around the world. 

ARPA created ARPANET as a research project for investigating new network 

technologies that could enable a military communications network to withstand a 
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nuclear attack. This involved eliminating single points of failure and designing things 

to automatically and efficiently work around any failures. 

ARPANET was the first major implementation of a packet switching network, a 

theory first published by Leonard Kleinrock at MIT in 1961. Packet switching was a 

new important concept in data communications. Previously, data communications 

were based on the idea of circuit switching, as in typical telephone circuits, where a 

dedicated circuit is tied up for the duration of the call, and communication is only 

possible with the machine on the other end of the dedicated circuit. With packet 

switching, a system could use one communication link to communicate with more 

than one machine by assembling data into packets, and each packet could be routed 

independently of other packets. 

There were four nodes on the initial ARPANET, known as Interface Message 

Processors or IMPs. The first four were installed at UCLA, the Stanford Research 

Institute, UCSB, and University of Utah. 

2.1.1.1 The Growth oflntemet 

The ARPANET was government-funded and therefore restricted to research use 

only. Commercial use was strictly forbidden. This initially restricted connections to 

militaiy sites and universities. During the 1980s, as the TCPIIP protocols replaced 

earlier protocols like NCP, the connections expanded to more colleges and even to a 
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growing number of companies such as Digital Equipment Corporation and Hewlett

Packard who were participating in research projects. 

Regional TCP/IP-based networks such as NYSERNet (New York State Education 

and Research Network) and BARRNet (Bay Area Regional Research Network) grew 

up and started interconnecting with the ARPANET. This greatly expanded the reach 

of the growing network, and to a great extent was the point where the ARPANET 

turned into the Internet. 

At the end of the 1980s, the US Department of Defense decided the network was 

developed enough for its initial purposes, and decided to stop further funding. The 

US National Science Foundation, another branch of the US government, took over 

responsibility for the core Internet backbone. In 1989 the NSFNet backbone 

was established, the US military broke off as a separate MILNET network, and the 

ARPANET was shut down. 

2.1.2 Internet Technology and Capabilities 

The Internet is based on client/server technology. Individuals using the Net control 

what they do through client applications such as Web browser software. AlJ the data 

are stored on servers. A client uses the Internet to request infonnatioo from a 

particular Web server on a distant computer, and the server sends the request 

information back to the client via the Internet. 
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2.1.2.1 Client-side Platform 

Client platforms today include not only PCs and other computers but also a wide 

array of handheld devices and information appliances, some of which can even 

provide wireless Internet access. Table 2.1 lists some of the client devices. 

Device Description 

PC General purpose computing platform that can perform many 

different tasks, but can be unreliable or complex to use. 

Example: Dell, Compaq, IBM PCs 

Net PC Network computer with minimal local storage and processing 

capability. This device designed to use software and services 

delivered over networks and the internet. 

Example: Sun Ray 

Pager Provides limited e-mail and Web browsing. 

Example: Blackberry 

Smart Phone Device with a small screen and keyboard for browsing the Web 

and exchanging e-mail in addition to providing voice 

communication. 

Example: Qualcomm pdQ"" smart phone 

Game Machine Game machine with a modem, keyboard and capabilities to 

function as a Web access terminal. 

Example: Sega Dreamcast 
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PDA Wireless handheld personal digital assistant with e-mail and 

internet service. 

Example: Palm Vll 

E-mail machine Tablet with keyboard that provides textual e-mail capabilities. 

This device requires linking to an e-mail service. 

Example: MailStation 

Set top box Provides Web surfing and e-mail capabilities using a television 

set and a wireless keyboard. 

Example: WebTV 

Table 2.1: Example of Internet Client Platforms 

2.1.2.2 Web Server 

Servers dedicated to the Internet services are the heart of the information on the Net. 

One or more software programs implement each Internet service. All the services 

may run on a single server computer or different services may be allocated to 

different machines. 

Web server software receives requests for web pages from the client and accesses the 

Web pages from the disk where they are stored. Web servers can also access other 

information from databases and return that information to the client in the form of 

Web pages desired. The most popular Web server programs are Apache HTTP 

Server, Microsoft Internet Information Server (liS) and iPlanet Enterprise Server. 
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2.1.2.2.1 Apache HTIP Server 

Apache is the most widely used Web server in the commercial world. More Web site 

use Apache than any other server. Apache has gained this status despite or maybe 

because of its freely available and no marketed nature. Apache was developed by a 

large group of volunteers. Apache is primarily a UNIX-based server. Apache does 

not include any graphical utilities to help the user to set it up. The users have to edit 

the Apache configuration files using a text editor. 

2. 1.2.2.2 Microsoft Internet Information Server 

liS is included with Windows NT Server and is only available in the Windows NT 

Server version. liS includes a graphical configuration utility that lets the user to 

configure the server via a Web browser that's running on user desktop machine. 

2.1.2.2.3 iPianet Enterprise Server 

iPlanet software runs on many operating system including Unix, Solaris and 

Windows. Using iPlanet server, information can send safely and securely over the 

Web. !Planet server has the advantage of being the most commonly used secure 

server on the Internet. 

2.1.2.3 Internet Tools for Communication 

2.1 .2.3.1 Electronic Mail <E-mail) 

The Internet has become the most important e-mail system in the world because it 

connects so many people worldwide. Researchers use this facility to share ideas, 
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information, even documents. E-mail over the Internet also has made possible many 

collaborative research and writing projects, even though the participants are 

thousands of miles apart. With proper software, the user will find it easy to attach 

documents and multimedia files when sending a message to someone or to broadcast 

a message to a predefined group. 

2.1.2.3.2 Usenet Newsmups (Forums) 

Usenet newsgroups are worldwide discussion groups in which people share 

information and ideas on a defined topic. Discussion takes place in large electronic 

bulletin boards where anyone can post messages for others to read. 

2.1.2.3.3 LISTSERV 

LISTSERV is a type of public forums. It's allows discussions to be conducted 

through predefined groups but uses e-mail mailing list servers instead of bulletin 

boards for communication. If user find a LISTSERV topic they are interested in, they 

have to subscribe. From then on, through user e-mail, they will receive all messages 

sent by others concerning that topic. The user can, in turn, send a message to their 

LISTSERV and it will automatically be broadcast to the other subscribers. 

2.1.2.3.4 Chatting 

Chatting allows two or more people who are simultaneously connected to the 

Internet to hold live, interactive conversations. Chat groups are divided into channels 

and each is assigned its own topic of conversation. The first generation of chat tools 
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was for written conversations in which participants type their remarks using their 

keyboard and read responses on their computer screen. System featuring voice chat 

capabilities such as Excite are now becoming popular. A new enhancement to chat 

service called instant messaging system even allows participants to create their own 

private chat channels. The instant messaging S"jStem alerts a person whenever 

someone on his or he private list is on-line so that the person can initiate a chat 

session with that particular individual. Examples of instant messaging systems are 

Yahoo Messenger and MSN Messenger. 

2.1.2.3.5 Telnet 

Telnet allows someone to Jog on to one computer system while doing work on 

another. Telnet is the protocol that establishes and error-free, rapid link between the 

two computers, allowing the user, for example, to log on into their business computer 

from a remote computer when they are on the road or working from home. User can 

also log on to use third-party computers that are accessible to the public, such as the 

catalogue of the University ofMaJaya Library. Telnet uses the compute address the 

user supply to locate the computer the user want to reach and connect user to it. 

2.1.2.4 Information Retrieval on tbe Internet 

Information retrieval is a basic Internet function. Many hundreds of library catalogue 

are on-line through the Internet. Users are able to search many thousands of 

databases that have been opened to public by corporations, governments and non

profit organizations. Individuals can gather information on almost any conceivable 

topic stored in these databases and libraries. Many use the Internet to locate and 
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download some of the free, quality computer software that has been made available 

by developers on computers all over the world. The two important methods of 

accessing computer and locating files are FfP (File transfer protocol) and Gophers. 

2.1.2.4.1 FfP 

File transfer protocol (FTP) is used to access a remote computer and retrieve files 

from it. FTP is quick and easy if user know the remote computer site where the file is 

stored. After user have logged on to the remote computer, user can move around 

directories that have been made accessible for FTP to search for the files user want to 

retrieve. Once the files are located, FfP makes transfer of the file to user own 

computer very easy. 

2.1.2.4.2 Gophers 

A gopher is a computer client tool that enables the user to locate information stored 

on Internet gopher servers through a series of easy-to-use, hierarchical menus. The 

Internet has thousands of gopher server sites throughout the world. Each gopher site 

contains its own system of menus listing subject-matter topics, local files and other 

relevant gopher sites. One gopher site might have as many as several thousand 

listings within its menus. When user use gopher software to search a specific topic 

and select a related item from a menu, the server automatically transfers the user to 

the appropriate file on that server or to the selected server, which it is located. Once 

on that server, the users are presented with more menus of files and other gopher site 
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servers that might interest the user. User can remove from site to site, narrowing their 

search as they go, locating information anywhere in the world. 

2.2 The World Wide Web 

The World Wide Web (WWW) is 8 hypertext system that operates over the Internet. 

To view the infonnation, one uses 8 piece of software called 8 web browser to 

retrieve pieces of infonnation from web servers and display them on the user's 

screen. The user can then follow hyperlinks on the page to other documents or even 

send information back to the server to interact with it. The act of following 

hyperlinks is often called surfing the web. 

The core functionality of the Web is based on three standards: The URL, which 

specifies how each page of information is given a unique address at which it can be 

found; HTIP, which specifies how the browser and server send the information to 

each other, and HTML, a method of encoding the information so it can be displayed 

on a variety of devices. 

2.2.1 URL 

To access a Web site, the user must specify a uniform resource locator (URL), 

which points to the address of a specific resource on the Web. 

"' 
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2.2.2 HTTP 

HITP stands for hypertext transport protocol, which is the communications 

standard used to transfer pages on the Web. HITP defines how messages are 

formatted and transmitted and what actions Web servers and browsers should take in 

response to various commands. 

2.2,3HTML 

Hypertext Markup Language (HTML) is a page description language for creating 

hypertext or hypermedia documents such as Web pages. HTML uses instructions 

called tags to specify bow text, graphics, video and sound are placed on a document 

and to create dynamic links to other documents and objects stored in the same or 

remote computers. These links allow a user to simply point at a highlighted key word 

or graphic, click on it and immediately be transported to another document. Web 

server software manages the requests for these HTML documents on the computer 

where they are stored and delivers the HTML document to the user's computer. 

HTML programs can be custom written, but they also can be created using the 

HTML authoring capabilities of Web browsers or of popular word processing, 

spreadsheet, and data management and presentation graphics software packages. 

HTML editors such as Macromedia Dream weaver, Microsoft Frontpage and 

Homesite. 

2.3 Web Browser 
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Web browsers are easy-to-use software tools for displaying Web Pages and for 

accessing the Web and other Internet resources. Web browser software features a 

point-and-click graphical user interface that can be used throughout the Internet to 

access and display infonnation stored on computers at other Internet sites. Browsers 

can display or present graphtcs, audio and video infonnation as well as traditional 

text, and they allow you to click on-screen buttons or highlighted words to link to 

related Web sites. Web browsers have become the primary interface for accessing the 

Internet or for using networked systems based on Internet technology. The two 

leading commercial Web browsers are Microsoft's Internet Explorer and Netscape 

Navigator, which is also available as part of the Netscape Communicator software 

suite. 

2.4 PHP <Hypertext Preprocessor) 

PHP is an open-source server-side HTML-embedded Web scripting language that is 

compatible with the entire major web server, most notably Apache. PHP allows us to 

embed code fragments in nonnal HTML pages - code that interpreted as our pages 

are served up to users. PHP also serves as a 'glue' language, making it easy to 

connect our Web pages to server side database. 

The reasons for using PHP as the scripting language are: 

• PHP is free because it is open source software and it costs nothing. 

• PHP is easy to learn compared to the other ways to achieve similar functionality 

language before we can make a trivial database call. PHP has a syntax that is 

....... 
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quite easy to parse and human friendly. PHP doesn't make you learn two 

different programming languages for different occasion. 

• PHP is embedded within HTML. PHP pages are ordinary HTML pages that 

escape into PHP mode only when necessary. PHP can quickly added to code 

produced by WYSIWYG (What You See Is What You Get) editors. PHP lends 

itself to a division oflabour between designers and scripters. Every line of 

HTML does not need to be rewritten in a programming language. PHP can 

reduce labour costs and increase efficiency. 

• PHP is cross-platfonn because it runs native on every popular flavour of UNIX 

and Windows. PHP compatible with three leading Web server such as Apache 

HTIP Server, Microsoft Internet Infonnation Server and Netscape Enterprise 

Server. 

• PHP isn't tag based but it is a real programming language. PHP can define 

functions to your heart's content just by typing a name and definition. 

• PHP is stable that the server doesn't need to be rebooted often and the software 

doesn't change radically and incompatibly from release to release. 

• PHP is fast. 

• PHP is open 

• PHP play well with other 

• PHP is popular and growing for so-called two-tier development 

• PHP is not proprietary. 

2.5 Analysis of Existing Homeoage 
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2.5.1. The Com outer Vision Homeoage 

!:..----........ .-...---.. ...-...... .. --.. - .... ----
Figure 2.1: The Computer Vision Homepage interface 

Advantage: 

This homepage give the user description of every page in the home page and also the 

content of each page. 

Disadvantage: 

User need to browse the page until at the end of the home page to read the 

description of the bomepage. Sometime user doesn't want to waste their time to 

browse the page. 
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2.5.2 LKEB Homeoage 

..... ,., ............ _ ...... ........ MEDI 

..._~~ -
• ....,_.....,...... __ a:a ... ........_ .......... ..... . _.. ·-·----~ .. ... -....# ......................... ,_ ..... _ ___...,_ __ ...........,_,._ 
• ....,_.....:a--.._..__, ..... ._. ................ .......... ......__....... ..... lo. l---~~ -==--=,:-=--:::.:-..:=:.;:;:;.:-___ . ___ . ......... PI' .... _..,._. 

--··--fllllt..-:,.....,.... ... 

Figure 2.2: LKEB Homepage interface 

Advantage 

The homepage tell the user all about the research lab at the first page and use the icon 

to lead user to the other pages. 

Disadyanta&e 

The use of frame make the information divides into a small window. This can make 

the user can't to marie this page as bookmark and make the URL stop. 
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2.5.3 MIPL Homepage 

Figure 2.3: MIPL Homepage interface 

Advantage: 

• This homepage is very simple and it is not complex for user to understand how 

to go through this site. 

• The infonnation displays in regular order. 

Disadvantage: 

• Does not display the infonnation about the research group at the front page 

because maybe user does not interested to clicking the introduction link to read 

about their organization or research group. 

2.6 Data Collection Technique 

Research Group 

All the data about the research are already exist and it is ready to key in it in the 

database. 
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Interview 

Interview the research group people to get their profile and the task they do in a 

research project. 

2.7 Summary 

This chapter discusses the problem analysis before the project implemented. It's 

included the study and analysis on the existed system, and the study about the 

techniques to use and the study about the domain of the project. 
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CHAPTERJ:METHODOLOGY 

Methodology is a set of complete reference that consist models, tools and techniques 

that must be followed during the implementatit)n of the activities in a system 

development. Usually, the methodology created by system expert based on their 

experience in this field. After that, the documentation of this methodology is 

produced and the organization can refer to it. Some of the system developer buy or 

get the methodology from another organization such as consultant finn or vendors. 

Methodology is a document about the detailed activities for the system developer to 

implement, include the documentation design and the reports that must be prepared. 

Some of the methodology maybe simple and only consist the general instructions 

about what activities will be implemented. There are many type of methodology such 

as waterfall model, V -model and prototyping model used to decompose the activities 

of system development. Different system processes decompose these activities in 

different ways. For the Homepage For Medical Image Processing, prototyping model 

is used to describe the set of activities and associated results, which produce the 

homepage. 

3.0 Prototypine Model 

Sometime it is hard for the end user to express their real requirements. Prototyping 

consists of building an experimental system rapidly and inexpensively for end users 

to evaluate. By interacting with the prototype, the end users can get a better idea for 
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their information requirements. The prototype endorsed by the users can be used to 

create the final system. 

The prototype is a part of the system but it is meant to be only a preliminary model. 

Once operational, the prototype will be further refined until it conforms precisely to 

user's requirements. Once the design has been finalized, the prototype can be 

converted to a polished production system. 

3.1 Advantages and Disadvantages ofPrototyojng 

Prototyping is most useful when there is some uncertainty about requirements or 

design solutions. 

Prototyping is especially valuable for the design of an information system's end-user 

interface. The prototype enables users to react immediately to the parts of the system 

with which they will be dealing. 

Prototyping encourages intense end-user involvement throughout the systems 

development lifecycle and thus is likely to produce systems that fulfi1 user 

requirements. However, rapid prototyping can gloss over essential steps in systems 

development. Once finished, if the prototype works reasonably well, management 

may not see the need for reprogramming, redesign or full documentation and testing. 

Some of these hastily constructed systems may not easily accommodate large 

quantities of data or a large number of users in a production environment. Successful 

prototyping requires management and mechanisms for defining expectations, 

assigning resources, signalling problems and measuring progress. 
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3.2 Steps in Prototyping 

A process model for prototype development is shown in Figure 3 .1. The objectives of 

prototyping should be made explicit from the start of the process. The objective is to 

develop a homepage to prototype the user interface. 

Figure 3.1: The process of prototype devdopment. 

The first stage is establish prototype objectives where at this stage, the user's basic 

requirements are identified and after capture the user basic information needs, the 

prototyping is planned. The next stage in the process is to decide what to put into and 

what to leave out of the prototype system. After that, the interface prototype is 

developed using the Web page editor. The final stage of the process is prototype 

evaluation. The user is encouraged to work with the system in order to determine 

how well the prototype meet the user needs and to make suggestions for improving 

the prototype. 

3.3 Prototyping in Homeoage Develooment Process 

In Homepage Development Process, the evolutionary prototyping is used. It is based 

on the idea of developing an initial implementation, exposing this to user comment 

and refining this through many stages until an adequate system has been developed . 

. ,, 
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Evolutionary prototyping is the only realistic way to develop systems where it is 

difficult to establish a detailed system specification. 

The key of success in this approach is to use techniques, which allow for rapid 

system iterations. Suggested changes may be incorporate and demonstrated as 

quickly as possible. Figure 3.2 shows the evolutionary prototyping for the Homepage 

development process. 

Develop abstract 
specification 

Deliver Homepage 

Figure 3.2: Evolutionary Prototyping for the Homepage 

3.4 User Interface Prototyping 

Use prototype 
homepage mterface 

User interfaces have now become the norm for interactive systems. The effort 

involved in specifYing, designing and implementing a user interface represents a very 

high significant part of application development costs. It is not acceptable for 

designers simply to impose their view of an acceptable user interface on users. The 

user must take part in the interface design process. 

Evolutionary prototyping is used in the process of interface prototyping. An initial 

Web interface is produced, evaluated with users and revised until the user is satisfied 
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with the homepage. After an acceptable interface has been agreed on. It then may be 

re-implemented. 

3.5 Summary 

This chapter discusses a detailed description about the research method and the 

technique used to solve the project problem. For this project, prototyping model is 

used to represent the development process of the homepage. 
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CHAPTER 4: SYSTEM ANALYSIS 

System analysis involve the detailed explanation about what function does the 

system implement to help and support an organization achieve the objective 

efficiently and effectively. In this phase, a variety of design was proposed but only 

one design will be chosen for the detailed investigation in design phase. 

4.0 Svstem Requirement 

System requirement refer to the description of functions that the system will 

implement. Generally, system requirement include three categories that are 

functional requirement, non-functional requirement and technical requirem~t. 

4.1 Functional Requirement 

Functional requirements refer to the activities or service the system should provide, 

how the system react to particular inputs and how system should behave in particular 

situations. For Homepage For Medical Image Processing, the functional 

requirements are: 

• To store and display the current or previous researches or projects done in the 

medical image processing field. 

• To store and display the publications produced by the member of the research 

group. 

• To store and display the awards information won by the research group. 

• To store and display the people profile who involve in this research field. 

• To store and display the images, movies or 3-D model produced in this research . 

..... 
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4,2 Non-functional Reauirement 

Non-functional requirement refer to the constraints on the services or functions 

offered by the system. These include: 

• System respond time 

10s-15s is the maximum time for the Web page to respond the users so those 

users are not boring when they surf the homepage. 

• User-friendly 

The homepage interface must be user-friendly so the users understand how to 

surf the site and interested to surf through the site for the research purpose. 

• Information quality and security 

This mean the infonnation produced is free from error, complete, relevant and 

timely. The information must have the security feature to avoid the infonnation 

changing by the unknown person. 

• Consistent interface 

The Web interface design must be consistent so user did not confuse if they go to 

the other page. 

4.3 Technical Reauirement 

Technical requirement refer to the operating environment such as hardware and 

software and programming language. 

4.3.1 Hardware Requirement 

• Intel (or equivalent) Pentium processor 

• 128MB 
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• 200MB of disk storage space 

• 24-bit colour 

4.3.2 Software Requirement 

• Red Hat Linux operating system 

Linux is an open source UNIX-like operating system that was originally 

designed to run on the x86 platform (PC}, and as such, Linux supports most of 

the features found in any UNIX variant. 

• Linux Text Editor 

Under Linux, PHP scripts created using a ordinary text editor program such as 

emacs or gedit. 

• PHP4.0 

PHP 4.0 is a popular scripting language used to create powerful and dynamic 

web sites. PHP stands for Hypertext Preprocessor. PHP is open source software, 

which means it is available free of charge. It is a "plug-in" for Web server that 

will allow it to do more than just send plain Web pages when browsers request 

them. With PHP installed, Web server will be able to read a new kind of file 

which is called a PHP script that can do things like retrieve information from a 

database and insert it into a Web page before sending it to the browser that 

requested it. PHP is completely free to download and use. 
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• Apadle web server 

Before publish PHP pages, a Web server must be install Apache is a web server 

package that works under Linux as well as under other operating systems. 

Apache is free or available at modest costs. 

• MySQL database 

MySQL is the database program most commonly used to develop database

driven PHP Web sites. MySQL is a fast, efficient program that is available for 

use on Unix and Windows computers. MySQL is suitable for small to medium

sized projects and requires very few system resources to run. MySQL is also an 

Open Source product, which means this software is free of charge. Although 

MySQL is very powerful, it is relatively easy to install and manage. This makes 

it a good program for new developers to use when learning to work with 

databases using PHP. 

• Mozilla Web Browser 

Mozilla is an open source browser that is designed from the ground up to support 

open internet standards across a variety of platforms including Windows, Linux, 

Mac OS x, OS/2, Solaris, and many more. Mozilla provides users with acclaimed 

browsing convenience along with power features such as pop up blocking and 

tabbed browsing. 

• Adobe Photoshop 6.0 

..,..., 
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Adobe Photosbop 6.0 is a tool to create the web graphic element such as icon 

and banner . 

. 
4.4Summarv 

System analysis involved the detail description about the task that a system 

implements to help and support the organization to achieve the objective effectively 

and efficiently. The activity involved in system analysis is identifYing the system 

requirement. There are three categories of system requirement: functional 

requirement, non-functional requirement and hardware and software requirement. To 

develop this homepage, LAMP is used. LAMP stands for Linux, Apache, MySQL 

and PHP and this is the open source package. 
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CHAPTER 5: SYSTEM DESIGN 

System design includes all the tasks and functions that give the priority to detailed 

specification based on computer based problem solution. Sometime system design 

also called system physical design. It' s focus to technical aspect and system 

implementation based on data. process and interface component. 

5.1 Romeoage Architecture Design 

Homepage architecture refer to the selection and determination of method or 

technology that will be use to develop and implement the homepage. It needed to 

determine how to perform and represent data. process and interface and the elements 

interaction so that the homepage is easy to understand and transmitted to another user 

using the communication network. 

5.1.1 Physical Process and Structure Chart 

For this purpose, Data Flow Diagram (DFD) is used to represent the involved 

process stages. After that, DFD will be transformed into structure diagram form 

contain the modules that will be used in this homepage. From this structure diagram 

and module, the pseudocode can be determined. 

DFD is the main tool to represent all the process stages. DFD is used for system 

analysis tool to design the logic relation to develop the homepage application 

architecture. Using the graphic representative, DFD is used as a system design tool to 

design the physical architecture and development of the system. 

AI\ 
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Convention Description 

CJ 
Present the process that can be see obviously in a system 

implemented by a computer or human or the technical 

implementation for the specific task such as computer 

programming and manual process. 

I I Present the external entity. External entity can be classified 

during the system analysis from the system environment. 

I I I Present the data storage. This convention presents the 

implementation of database, table in database, computer file, 

tape, any file needed for the program and any type of file. 

• Present the data flow. Data flow represent planned 

implementation to input or output from physical process, 

instruction or database action such as designing, reading, 

updating, or deleting the data, data import and export to the 

another system through the network and data flow between two 

module in the same program. 

Table 5.1: DFD Convention and Their Description 

5.1.1.1 Physical Data Flow Diagram For The Homepage 

The DFD is used to present and design the technology options and design result for 

all the logic process, data flow and data storage. The chart is designed during the 

system design in a project. The use of graphic representative or the DFD convention 

for this project show in Figure 5.1 
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Figure S.l: DFD for Homepage for Medical Image Processing 
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The diagram shows the interaction among the component in the homepage from start 

to finish. The interaction involves the external entity. In this case, the external entity 

is the user. 

DFD can be transformed into structure chart to represent the homepage module 

hierarchy to specify the involve module function. 

5.1 .2 Structure Diagram of Homepage Development Process 

Structure diagram refer to a diagram that show bow the system flow work. The 

diagram presented in layer or stage or hierarchy form. Each layer or hierarchy consist 

components called module. Module is a preventative of a small unit in system for a 

function detail. Each module has individual function and the integration of the 

module component will form a system. 

The real function of structure diagram is to present the interaction and relationship 

among each module in a system. Figure 5.2 describe the module in the Homepage of 

Medical image Processing. 

Award 
module 

Link module 

Figure 5.2: Structure Diagram and Module Component in Homepage of 

Medical Image Processing 
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5.1.3 Processing Methodology 

System transaction processing can be implemented with much method. The method 

determination depends on the user requirement. After the processing method is 

specified, the processing method design can be start to develop. For this project, 

client-server architecture is use for the processing method. 

5.1.3.1 Web Client-Server Architecture 

Client-server architecture is used in LANs (LocaJ Area Network), W ANs (Wide 

Area Network) and the Web. Client computer request services such as database 

access, printing, file management and language translation. The server processes the 

client's requests. The computers that perform the server function must have high 

capability than the client computers they serve. Figure 5.3 presents the server-side 

scripting data flow between Web server machine and user's machine. 

5.1.3.1.1 Two-Tier Oient-Server Architecture 

The two-tier model has only one client and one server. All communication takes 

place on the Internet between the client and the server. The message that are created 

and read by the client and the server computers only although there are other 

computers are involved in transporting packets of information across the Internet. 

5.1.3.1.2 Database Server 

Database server manages one or more database that shared. Database server also 

implements all the database instruction and the other service of information system. 

For this project, MySQL is used for the database server. 
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Web server machine 
(handling the homepage) 

....._ HTML 
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side 
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' 
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User's machine ,, 

Display on Browser . 

Figure 5.3: Representation of Server-side Scripting Data Flow 

5.1.3.1.3 Web Server 

Web server is an application that is used to manage the Internet. Web server 

communicates with thin and fat client where the document returned in the HTML 

format to client. 

5.1.3.1.4 Scripting Language Selection 

Homepage development architecture process defined in HTML and scripting 

language form. For the Homepage for Medical Image Processing, PHP (Hypertext 

Preprocessing) is used to build the bomepage. 
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5.2 Database Architecture Desip 

Database refers to a collection of files that related to each other. Database design is a 

development technique and data documentation that is used for the system. Database 

architecture is database technology include database engine, database infrastructure, 

database design and database application development hardware. 

5.2.1 Traditional Aoproach 

The two approaches that can be used to design the database are traditional approach 

and object oriented approach. Traditional approach is used to design the database for 

the Homepage for Medical Image Processing. 

5.2.1.1 Objective and Early Requirement of Database Desip 

The database must have storage, update and efficient access capability. For this 

project, the database must have capability to store the entire document about the 

project done by the research group. The document is maybe in text, video or graphic 

form. 

The objectives of the database design are: 

i. To store the entire document about the project done by the research group. 

ii. To store the publication produced in this research area 

m. To store the awards won by the research group. 

1v. To store the image, movie and 3-D model file. 

v. To store the people who work in the research group profile and e-mail 

address. 
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vi. To store the related project send by the user. 

5.2.1.2 MySOL for the DBMS Cboice 

For this project, MySQL is chosen for database server. The reasons of using MySQL 

as the database server are: 

• MySQL is a database management system. A database is a structured collection 

of data. It may be anything from a simple shopping list to a picture gallery or the 

vast amounts of information in a corporate network. To add, access, and process 

data stored in a computer database, we need a database management system such 

as MySQL Server. Since computers are very good at handling large amounts of 

data, database management plays a centra] role in computing, as stand-alone 

utilities, or as parts of other applications. 

• MySQL is a relational database management system. A relational database stores 

data in separate tables rather than putting all the data in one big storeroom. This 

adds speed and flexibility. Defined relations making it possible to combine data 

from several tables on request link the tables. 

• MySQL software is Open Source. Open Source means that it is possible for 

anyone to use and modify. Anybody can download the MySQL software from 

the Internet and use it without paying anything. Anybody so inclined can study 

the source code and change it to fit their needs. The MySQL software uses the 

GPL (GNU General Public License), http://www.gnu.org/licenses/, to define 

what we may and may not do with the software in different situations. 

• The MySQL Database Server is very fast, reliable, and easy to use. If that is 

what you are looking for, you should give it a try. MySQL Server also has a 

practical set of features developed in close cooperation with users. MySQL 
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Server was originally developed to handle Large databases much faster than 

existing solutions and has been successfully used in highly demanding 

production environments for several years. Though under constant development, 

MySQL Server today offers a rich and useful set of functions. Its connectivity, 

speed, and security make MySQL Server highly suited for accessing databases 

on the Internet. 

• The MySQL Database Software is a client/server system that consists of a multi-

threaded SQL server that supports different backends, severaJ different client 

programs and libraries, administrative tools, and a wide range of programming 

interfaces (APis). 

5.2.1.3 Database Schema 

Database creation is a process called database schema Database schema means the 

physical model or the blueprint for the database. It represents the technical 

implementation for logic data model. 

The database consist six entities, which produce six tables. The tables are Research, 

Publication, Award, People, Gallery and Link. 

5.2.1.3.1 RESEARCH Table 

+--------------+------------+----+---+--------+--------------+ 
I Field IType INulliKayiDefault I Extra I 
+--------------+------------+----+---+--------+--------------+ 
I rid I int(lO) I 
I rtitle lvarchar (255)1 
I rde•cription ltext I 
I statue lvarchar(SO) I 
I rreeearcher I varchar (255) I 

IPRIINULL 
I I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

lauto increment! 
I - I 
I I 
I I 
I I 

+--------------+------------+----+---+--------+--------------+ 
Table 5.2: Fields in table RESEARCH 

AO 
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5.2.1.3.2 PUBLICATION Table 

+------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+---------------+ 
I Field I Type I Nul.l I Key I Default I Extra I 
+------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+---------------+ 
lpid I int (10) I I PRI I NULL I auto_incrementl 
lptitle I varchar(255) I I I I I 
lpauthor I va.rohar (255) I I I I I 
lpdascriptionl varchar(255) I I I I I 
+------------+--------------+------+-----+---------+---------------+ 
Table 5.3: Fields in table PUBLICATION 

5.2.1.3.3 AWARD Table 

+------------+------------+----+---+-------+--------------+ 
!Field !Type INul.liKeyiDefaultiExtra I 
+------------+------------+----+---+-------+--------------+ 
laid lint(lO) I 
latitle lvarchar(255) I 
ladascriptionltext I 
lprojectTitlelvarchar(255) I 

IPRIINULL 
I I 
I I 
I I 

lauto_incrementl 
I I 
I I 
I I 

+------------+------------+----+---+-------+--------------+ 
Table 5.4: Fields in table AWARD 

5.2.1 ,3,4 PEOPLE Table 

+--------------+--------------+------+-----+-------+--------------+ 
I Field I Type I Null I Key IDefaultl Extra 
+--------------+--------------+------+-----+-------+--------------+ 
I id I int(lO) I I PRI I NULL lauto increment! 
I peopleTitle I varchar(50) I I I I - I 
I peopleN-.m. I varchar (50) I I I I I 
I peopleinfo I text I I I I I 
I researchArea I text I I I I I 
I status I varchar (50) I I I I I 
I picName I varchar(255) I I I I I 
I email I varchar (255) I I I I I 
+--------------+--------------+------+-----+-------+--------------+ 
Table 5.5: Fields in Table PEOPLE 
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5.2.1.3.5 GALLERY Table 

+----------------+------------+----+-----+---------+---------------+ 
I Field I Type I Null) Key I Default I Extra I 

+----------------+------------+----+----+----------+---------------+ 
lgid lint(lO) I I PRI I NULL I auto_incrementl 
I imageTi tle I varchar ( 255) I I I I I 
I i..mageDeacription I text I I I I I 
I imageNarne I varchar (50) I I I I I 
lprojectTitle lvarchar(255) I I I I I 

+----------------+------------+----+-----+---------+---------------+ 
Table 5.6: Fields in Table GALLERY 

5.2.1.3.6 LINK Table 

+----------------+------------+----+-----+---------+---------------+ 
I Field I Type I Null I Key I Default I Extra I 

+----------------+------------+----+----+----------+---------------+ 
)lid lint(lO) I I PRI I NULL I auto_1ncrementl 
I organisation I varchar (255) I I I I I 
llinltAdd I varchar (255) I I I I I 

+----------------+------------+----+-----+---------+---------------+ 
Table 5.7: Fields in Table LINK 

5,3 Interface Desim 

A user interface can be defined as a collection of techniques and mechanisms to 

interact with something. Interface design refers to dialog specification between 

human (user) and computer. The dialog here means the icon for user to click if they 

want to go to the other Web page. Figure 5.4 shows the example of the Web interface 

design for the Homepage of Medical Image Processing. 
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.. 
Med1cal lmage Processing Research Group is a research group at Neural Netwot 

l'locoar,r-n Laboratory at Facutly of Computer Sc1ence & lnformabon Technology, Untvt 
The Lab ts eqwpped With a combmebon of Dell Penbum 4 PCs, Gateway F 

Sun SPARC and Apple Macmtosh computers and an array of tmagmg eqwpme1 
Head Mounted Display (HMO) and Magneto OpDcal D1sk (MOD) readers 

Lab was established m 1996 when the faculty of was bu11t The lab became resea 
and development area for both undergraduates and postgraduates be It at the 
or PhD levels 

or more information on our research. who we are, and the places we work. please to 
links on the left. 

Figure 5.4: The Home Page Interface Design 

Web page interface design can be create by using the WYSIWYG tool or text editor 

where we need to create the tag by band. Figure 5.4 is the interface design creates as 

a prototype interface. It can't run the server-side task because it is a static HTML 

page. To include the server-side script, PHP is used to create the server-side scripting 

language. 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter contain the description about the integration of the entire homepage 

module that has the specific function that must be implemented by the homepage. 

lfs involved interface and screen design, information flow and the involve modules 

in this project. 

C"1 
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CHAPTER 6: SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION AND DEVELOPMENT 

The development and implementation is a stage where the system is developed and 

prepare to operate. System development is a process of developing, installing, and 

testing the built system components. Implementation is a process of system delivery to 

operate. The activities involved in this stage are network deveJopment and testing, 

database development and testing, software package installation and testing, program 

writing and testing and also documentation preparation. 

The main activity in the development stage is programming. Program writing is the very 

important activity because it is the activity where the theoretical work is turned into 

practice. In implementation stage, the most important thing is to make sure the built 

system can be operated or not. 

6.1. Installation 

Before start the homepage programming, the tools needed for the job have to be 

installed. The two software packages: PHP and MySQL need to be downloaded and set 

up. 

PHP is a server-side scripting language. It is a "plug-in" for Web server that will allow it 

to do more than just send plain Web pages when browsers request them. With PHP 

installed, Web server will be able to read a new kind of file which is called a PHP script 

that can do things like retrieve information from a database and insert it into a Web page 
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before sending it to the browser that requested it. PHP is completely free to download 

and use. 

To retrieve information from a database, a database is needed. For this purpose, MySQL 

is needed. MySQL is a relational database management system (RDBMS). It is a 

software package that is very good at organizing and managing large amounts of 

information. MySQL also makes that information really easy to get at using server-side 

scripting languages like PHP. MySQL is free for non-commercial use on most Unix

based platforms, like Linux. 

6.2 Database Development 

PHP is a server-side scripting language that lets programmer to insert instructions into 

Web pages that Web server software, for this project Apache Web Server is used, will 

execute before sending those pages to a browser that requests them. A database server in 

this project, MySQL is a program that can store large amounts of information in an 

organized format that is easily accessible from scripting languages like PHP. For this 

project, PHP code is created to look in the database for a list of information about the 

research done in the medical image processing area that like to appear on the Web site. 

In this project, the information would be stored entirely in the database. There are two 

advantages of this: First, instead of having to write an HTML file for each of the 

information, a single PHP file could be created to fetch any information out of the 

database and display it and second, to add a information to Web site would just be a 

matter of adding the information to the database. The PHP code automatically displaying 
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the new information along with the rest when it fetched the list of infonnation from the 

database. 

6.2.1 Structured Query Language 

The set of commands will be using for the project database development using MySQL 

is part of a standard called Structured Query Language, or SQL. Commands in SQL are 

also called queries. 

6.2.2 Creatine A Database 

The command for creating the project database: 

mysql> CREATE DATABASE project; 

6.2.3 Creating Database Tables 

The basic form of the command for creating a table is as follows: 

mysql> CREATE TABLE <table name> ( 

-> <column 1 name> <col. 1 type> <col. 1 details>, 

-> <column 2 name> <col. 2 type> <col. 2 details>, 

-> 

-> ); 
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6.2.3.1 Creatin2 research Table 

For research table, it had five columns: rid (a number), rtitle (the text of the research 

title), rresearcher (the person name who involved in a project), status (the research 

status, whether it is Current or Previous), and researchDescription (the description 

about the research). The command to create this table looks like this: 

mysql> CREATE TABLE research ( 

-> rid INT(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY, 

-> rtitle VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> rresearcher VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> status VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 

-> rdescription TEXT NOT NULL 

-> ); 

6.2.3.2 Creating publication Table 

For publication table, it had four columns: pid (a number), ptitle (the text of the 

publication title), pauthor (the person name who involved in a publication) and 

pdescription (the description about the publication). The command to create this table 

looks like this: 

mysql> CREATE TABLE publication ( 

-> pid INT(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY, 

-> ptitle VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

.. > pauthor VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 
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-> pdescriptlon TEXT NOT NULL 

-> ); 

6.2.3.3 Creatin2 award Table 

For award table, it had four columns: aid (a number), atitle (the text of the award title), 

adescription (the description about the award) and projectTitle (the project title). The 

command to create this table looks like this: 

mysql> CREATE TABLE award ( 

-> aid INT(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY, 

-> atitle VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> projectTitle VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> rdescription TEXT NOT NULL 

-> ); 

6.2.3.4 Creating people Table 

For people table, it had eight columns: id (a number), peopleTitle (the title of group 

member), peopleName (the name of group member), peoplelnfo (the information about 

the group member), researchArea (the areas of research a group member involved), 

picName (the picture filename of the group member), status (the status of the group 

member (Supervisor or Research Assistant), and email (group member e-mail address). 

The command to create this table looks like this: 
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mysql> CREATE TABLE people ( 

-> id INT(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY, 

-> people Title VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> peopleName VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> peoplelnfo TEXT NOT NULL, 

-> researchArea VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> picName VARCHAR(50), 

-> status VARCHAR(50), 

-> email VARCHAR(50), 

-> ); 

6.2.3.5 Creating gallery Table 

For gallery table, it had five columns: gid (a number), imageTitle (the image title), 

imageDescription (the image description), imageN a me (the image file name), and 

projectTitle (the project title). The command to create this table looks like this: 

mysql> CREATE TABLE gallery ( 

-> gid INT(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY, 

-> imageTitle VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> imageDescription TEXT NOT NULL, 

-> imageName VARCHAR(50) NOT NULL, 

-> projectTitle VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL 

-> ); 
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6.2.3.6 Creatine. link Table 

For link table, it had three columns: lid (a number), organization (the organization 

related to research group), and link.Add (the related link address). The command to 

create this table looks like this: 

mysql> CREATE TABLE link ( 

-> rid INT(10) NOT NULL AUTO_INCREMENT PRIMARY KEY, 

-> organization VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL, 

-> linkAdd VARCHAR(255) NOT NULL 

-> ); 

6.2.4 Inserting Data into a Table 

The database is created and all the tables are built. The command for inserting data into 

the database is called INSERT. There basic forms for this command is as follow: 

mysql> INSERT INTO <table name> 

-> (columnName1, columnName2, •.. ) 

->VALUES (value1, value2, ... ); 

6.3 Web Proe;ramming with PDP 

PHP is a server-side scripting language. A server-side scripting language is similar to 

JavaScript in many ways, as they both allow embedding scripts into the HTML of a Web 

page. In executing, such scripts allow to control what will actually appear in the browser 

window in some way more flexible that what is possible using straight H1ML. 
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6.4 Publisbin2 MySQL Data on the Web 

Take information stored in a database and display it on a Web page. To do these two 

tools is needed: the PHP scripting language, and the MySQL database engine. 

The whole idea of a database-driven Web site is to allow the content of the site to reside 

in a database, and for that content to be dynamically pulled from the database to create 

Web pages featuring it for people using a regular Web browser to view. So on one end 

of the system is a visitor as the end user to the site using a Web browser, expecting to 

view a standard HTML Web page. On the other end the content of the site sitting in one 

or more tables in a MySQL database that only understands bow to respond to SQL 

queries. 

The PHP scripting language is the go-between that speaks both languages. Using PHP, 

the presentation aspects of the site could be written as templates in regular HTML. 

Where the content belongs in those templates, some PHP code is used to connect to the 

MySQL database and using SQL queries just like those used to create a table, retrieve 

and display some content in its place. 

This is what wiJJ happen when someone visits a page on the database-driven Web site: 

• The visitor's Web browser asks for the Web page using a standard URL. 

• The Web server software, for this project, Apache Web Server recognizes that the 

requested file is a PHP script, and so interprets it using its PHP plug-in before 

responding to the page request. 
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• Some PHP commands connect to the MySQL database and request the content 

that belongs in the Web page. 

• The MySQL database responds by sending the requested content to the PHP 

script. 

• The PHP script stores the content into one or more PHP variables, then uses the 

echo function to output it as part of the Web page. 

The PHP plug-in finishes up by handing a copy of the HTML it has created to the Web 

server. The Web server sends the HTML to the Web browser as it would a plain HTML 

tile, except instead of coming directly from an HTML file. the page is the output 

provided by the PHP plug-in. 

6.4.1 Connecting to MySQL with PHP 

Before getting the content out of the MySQL database for inclusion in the Web page, 

first to do is establish a connection to MySQL. PHP has no need of any special program, 

however; support for connecting to MySQL is built right into the language. The 

following PHP function call establishes the connection: 

$dbnx = mysql_connect($hostname, $user, $password); 

Where Shostname is the IP address or hostname of the computer on which the MySQL 

server software is running, and Suser and Spassword are user name and password 
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needed to connect to the MySQL server. The value returned by mysql_connect is stored 

in a variable named Sdbcnx. 

Since the MySQL server is a completely separate piece of software, consider the 

possibility that the server is unavailable, or inaccessible due to a network outage, or 

because the usemarne and password combination provided is not accepted by the server. 

In such cases, the mysql_connect function doesn't return a connection identifier. 

Instead, it returns false. This allows react to such failures using an if statement: 

$dbcnx = @mysql_connect($hostname, $user, $password); 

if (l$dbcnx) { 

} 

echo( "<P>Unable to connect to the " . 

"database server at this time.</P>" ); 

exit(); 

The exclamation point is the PHP negation operator, which basically flips a false value 

to true, or a true value to false. Thus, if the connection fails and mysql_connect returns 

false, !Sdbcnx will evaluate to true, and cause the statements in if statement to be 

executed. Alternatively, if a connection was made, the connection identifier stored in 

Sdbcnx will evaluate to true, so !Sdbcnx will evaluate to false, and the statements in the 

if statement will not be executed. 
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The exit function, takes no parameters to encountered. All this function does is make 

PHP to stop reading the page at this point. This is a good response to a failed database 

connection, since in most cases the page will be unable to display any useful information 

without that connection. 

The next step once a connection is established is to select the database to work with. 

Selecting that database in PHP is just a matter of another function call: 

mysql_select_db($database, $dbcnx); 

The Sdbcnx variable containing the database connection identifier used to tell the 

function what database connection to use. This parameter is actually optional. When it is 

omitted, the function will automatically use the link identifier for the last connection 

opened. This function returns true when successful and false if an error occurs. An if 

statement is used to handle errors: 

if(! @mysql_select_db($database) ) { 

echo( "<P>Unable to locate the project " . 

"database at this time.</P>" ); 

exit(); 

} 

With a connection established and a database selected, it is ready now to begin using the 

data stored in the database. 
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6.4.2 Performing SOL Queries with PDP 

In PHP, the mysql_query function allows to type SQL queries and view the results of 

those queries immediately. 

mysql_query(<query>, <connection id>); 

Where <query> is a string containing the SQL command to be executed. As with 

mysql_select_db, the connection identifier parameter is optional. 

What thls function returns depends on the type of query being sent. For most SQL 

commands, mysql_query function returns either true or false to indicate success or 

failure respectively. 

6.4.2.1 Handling SELECT Result Sets 

For most SQL queries, the mysql_query function returns either true to indicate success 

or false to indicate failure. SELECT queries are used to view stored data in the 

database. In addition to indicating whether the query succeeded or failed, PHP must also 

receive the results of the query. As a result, when processing a SELECT query, 

m ysq I_ query returns a number that identifies a result set, containing a list of all the 

rows returned from the query. False is still returned if the query fails for whatever 

reason. 
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$result= mysql_query("SELECT <column> FROM <table>"); 

If (!$result) { 

} 

echo("<P>Error performing query: " o 

mysql_error() o "</P>"); 

exit(); 

Assuming there is no error was encountered in processing the query, the above code will 

place a result set containing the data stored in the database table into the variable 

Sresult. Since there is no practical limit on the number of data in the database, that result 

set can be big. 

The while loop is a useful control structure for dealing with large amounts of data. Here 

is an outline of the code to process the rows in a result set one at a time: 

while ( $row = mysql_fetch_array($result) ) { 

II process the row .. o 

} 

The mysql_fetch_array function accepts a result set as a parameter stored in the Sresult 

variable in this case, and returns the next row in the result set as an array. When there 

are no more rows in the result set, mysql_fetch_array instead returns false. 
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The statement assigns a value to the Srow variable, but at the same time the whole 

statement itself takes on that same value. Since while loops keep looping until their 

condition evaluates to false, the loop will occur as many times as there are rows in the 

result set, with Srow taking on the value of the next row each time through the loop. All 

that is left is to figure out how to get the values out of the Srow variable each time 

through the loop. 

Rows of a result set are represented as arrays. In the case of the database row, the 

compartments are named after the table columns in our result set. Srow is a row in the 

result set, then Srow["<column>"] is the value in the <column> of that row. So here is 

what while loop look likes to print all the data in the project database: 

while ( $row = mysql_fetch_array($result) ) { 

echo("<P>" . Srow["<column>"] . "</P>"); 

} 

6.6 Summary 

Open source has brought more than Linux to the computing world. MySQL and the PHP 

scripting language, two open source products that together provide everything needed to 

launch a database-driven Web site with all the capabilities and administrative benefits 

that stem from it. 
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CHAPTER 7: SYSYEM TESTING 

After finishing all the involve programming, programming testing process must be 

implement. Programming testing is a very important activity. This activity makes sure 

whether the program is free from error or not. Testing usually involves several stages. These 

stages of testing are: unit testing, integration testing, function testing, performance testing, 

acceptance testing and installation testing. The relationship among these testing steps shown 

in FIGURE 7.1. 

7.1. Test Organization 

Each component model needs to develop and maintain it's own suite of testing for that given 

component. It is recommended that analysis of the kinds of testing required for each model 

by each component models done and written down in a formal testing-plan. Also creating 

automated tests to run a suite of standard tests can be useful to ensure the models work and 

continue to work as needed. This is especially useful for making sure models continue to 

work on multiple platforms. 
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Component Code Component Code Component Code 

+ • _i 
Unit test Unit test • • • Unit test 

~ 
-

Design specifications -+ Integration test 

+ Integrated 
modules 

System functional -+ 
Function test 

requirements 

+ Functioning 
system 

Other software 
-+ 

Performance test 
requirements 

~ Verified, validated 
software 

Customer requirements 
-+ 

Acceptance test 
specifications 

~ Accepted 
system 

Installation test 
SYSTEM 

User environment 
-+ _.. IN ... 

USE 

FIGURE 7.1 : Testing steps 

7.1.1. Designing Good Tests 

In order to design a comprehensive testing plan, the following types of tests is taken. 

• Unit testing 

Each program component is tested on its own, isolated from the other components in the 

system. 

• Integration testing 
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The process of verifying that the system components work together as described in the 

system and program design specifications 

• Function testing 

Evaluate the system to determine if the functions described by the requirements 

specification are actually performed by the integrated system. 

• System testing 

The system is viewed and tested as a whole system. 

7.2 Unit Testine; 

Unit tests are a good way to flush out certain types of defects. Since unit tests only run on one 

subroutine they are easier to use, faster to build and run, allow more comprehensive testing 

on a wider range of input data, help document bow to use and check for valid answers, and 

allows faster testing of individual pieces. By building and maintaining unit-tests the same 

tests can be run and used by other developers as part of a more comprehensive testing 

package. Without maintaining unit tests developers often do less testing than required since 

system tests are so much harder to do or have to hack together unit tests for each change. By 

maintaining unit-tests, it allows others to leverage off previous work and provide a format to 

quickly do extensive checking. 

Good unit tests will do the following: 
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1. Applicable requirements are checked. 

2. Exercise every line of code. 

3. Check that the full range of possible input data works. 

4. Check for bad input data 

By analyzing the code to be tested different test cases can be designed to ensure that all 

logical statements are exercised in the unit test. Data input can be designed to test the 

possible output on the interface. These types of tests may also be applied for more complex 

functional and system tests as well. 

7.3. Integration Testing 

When the individual components are working correctly and meet the objectives, combine the 

components into a working system. The integration is planned and coordinated so that when a 

failure occurs, the cause of the failure is identified. The order in which component are tested 

affects the choice of test cases and tools. For large systems, some components may be in the 

coding phase, others may be in the unit-testing phase, and still other collections of 

components may be tested together. The system is viewed as a hierarchy of components, 

where each component belongs to a layer of the design. 

7.3.1. Big-bang Integration 

For this project, big-bang integration ts used to implement the integration testing. Big-bang 

approach usually used for small systems and it is not practical for big system. All components 
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are tested individually, and finally mix them together as the final system and see if it works 

the first time. FIGURE 7.2 shows how it works on this homepage project. 

Test 
Homepaae 

or 
Medical 
Imaae 

Processing 

Figure 7.2: The Big Bang integration testing for the Homepage of Medical Image 

Processing. 

7.4. Function Testin& 

The function testing begins with a set of components that were tested individually and then 

together. The function testing checks that the integrated component of system performs its 

functions as specified in the requirements. For this homepage, the function test verifies that 
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the homepage can connect to the database server and access the data from MySQL database 

correctly. 

7.5. System Testin& 

System tests for a given component model need to ensure that the given model compiles, 

builds, and runs and that it passes important model requirements. There is several steps in 

system testing such as function testing and performance testing. The function testing checks 

that the integrated system performs its function as specified in the requirements. The 

performance test compares the integrated components with the nonfunctional system 

requirements such as security, accuracy, speed, and reliability. 

7 .6. Conclusion 

Testing involves operation of a system or application under controlled conditions and 

evaluating the results for example if the user is in interface A of the application while using 

hardware B, and does C, then D should happen. The controlled conditions should include 

both normal and abnormal conditions. Testing should intentionally attempt to make things go 

wrong to determine if things happen when they shouldn't or things don't happen when they 

should. It is oriented to detection. Organizations vary considerably in how they assign 

responsibility for quality assurance and testing. Sometimes they're the combined 

responsibility of one group or individual. Also common are project teams that include a mix 

of testers and developers who work closely together, with overaU quality assurance processes 

monitored by project managers. It will depend on what best fits an organization's size and 

business structure. 
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CHAPTER 8: SYSTEM EVALUATION AND CONCLUSION 

8.1 Problems Encountered And Solutions 

A lot of systems analyses need to be done on technologies and programming concepts 

before starting to develop Homepage for Medical Image Processing. The basic 

knowledge needed as a foundation in building an application of this nature involves 

studies in fields such as Internet, Information Systems and others. 

Throughout the development of Homepage for Medical Image Processing, a few 

problems were encountered. However, most of them were resolved eventually. Some of 

the problem encountered was: 

8.1.1 Problems In Tooling & Solution 

It was difficult to select the most appropriate programming language and tools for the 

development. To gain more insight of web based programming and identifies the most 

appropriate approach to develop Homepage for Medical Image Processing, in depth 

studies and research on the web based programming language was carried out in earlier 

stage of development. The studies and research activities including Internet surfing, 

reading topic, related magazine and reference books. 

8.1.2 Lack Of Knowledge In The Language 

Due to time constraints the learning the PHP language and developing process was done 

in parallel. Without a strong base of the language, a lot of time taken to solve the 
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problems encountered that occurred during the development. This happened because the 

concept of programming language that is new. 

8.1.3 Slow Response Time 

Some of the modules need to be able to response on minimum amount of time. If all the 

information input of each user is stored in database, the response time will be very slow. 

In order to speed up response time, each of the infonnation to be display on the page was 

stored in a separate table rather than having to store all information of all data into one 

table. It will be much easier this way. 

8.1.4 Difficulty In The Installation And Configuration Of Software Package 

There were some difficulties in installation of Apache Web Server, MySQL Database 

Server and PHP scripting language on Linux system. The RPM package already has this 

three software package, but the configuration is not well because the PHP cannot support 

the MySQL database server. 

To solve this problem, this three software was unffistalled from the RPM package and 

installed again manually where this packages binaries downloaded from the Internet 

since it was free to download. Because of the unfamiliar to the Linux system, it is bard to 

install and install the software again. 
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8.2 System Stren2th 

8.2.1 User Friendly 

In overall, Homepage for Medical Image Processing could be evaluated as a simple web 

page since it just display the information from the database. Homepage for Medical 

Image Processing provides simple, user friendly and graphical based interface for user to 

deal with it. 

8.2.2 Transparency 

The system is transparent to the users, as they do not need to know where the database 

resides, how the systems is structured. 

8.3 System Weakness 

There are some limitations due to time constraints, facilities, limitations and constraints 

of the programming language itself including: 

8.3.1 Security 

There is no any protocol or Internet security involved such as SSL (Secure Socket Layer) 

employed. 
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8.4 Future Enhancements 

Some of the future enhancements that should be considered to be included:-

8.4.1 Content Management 

Content management is needed so it is easy for administrator to manage the tables in the 

database. If the content management exist, the administrator do not need to log to 

MySQL monitor to insert, delete and update the data since it require administrator to 

doing the SQL query to do such that task. 

8.5. ACHIEVEMENTS OF OBJECTIVES 

The primary goal of this project was to display the data about the Medical Image 

Processing Group. Since Homepage of Medical Image Processing is database-driven 

web development, all the data about the research group need to be input in the database. 

8.6 Summary 

Overall, the requirements of this project as determined during the system analysis phase 

were done eagerly. This homepage uses the database management system to store the 

data. Database is setup to store all the records of the research group. The aim of this 

project is to develop website for the use of displaying the data from the database. 
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Appendix A: Screen Shots 

A.l. Home Page 

... IMCAL .....,._,_. PRoc::•••tNca 

.... IIAIIICM GRCM.IP ..... 
Medtcallmage Processing Research Group is a research group at Neural Nerwor 

Laboratory at Faculty of Computer Soeoce & lnformallon Technology. UnrVE 
. The Lab Is equtpped With a combination olDen Pentium 4 PCs, G~ F 
SPARC end Apple Mactntosh computers and an~ ollmaglng eQt.Vpmer 

Motrted Display (HMO) and Magneto Optical Dtsk (MOD) readers 

Lab was estabished tn 1996 ~the raculy or was btJit The lab became raseat 
end developmert area for both llldergreduates and postgraduates be tt at the 
or PhD levels. 

more trtomlelbon on au- research, \'i!lo we are, end the places we work, please fol 
lirl<s on the 1e1t 

Figure A.l: Home Page Screen Shot 

A.2. Research Page 

,,.vloua Research Conctuct.d 

the research !hat was condUcted In the lab CNetr the pest taw years are as lob 

• .....,. s,,,......_ of MRllma.- ..... ww.tec nlllflwm and ..-dal "'"" 
-.11 

• .,_.,, a ... ct~~ea efJO _, afMRI.....,g Bawt~~•n melllod 

• ..... JOraa~on 

• 0 ...... 9f ••dlcallmpla.,. from Magnelc: ..__ 1111*' tcannedl.....- for 
lhtiMlmanfem11r 

Figure A.2: Research Page Screen Shot 
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3. Publication Page 

... DICAL IMAO. PROC .. eiNO 

...._.~RCN OIII<M.JP 

---------------'.;itt; ' O tt;, • ..lhu.:, 

NLnlRmlu,. papers have been published be tt 1n the comp~«er sclei1ce JOUrnal or et 
11-t\nl•>r~~A Among oth8fS they are 

• Woo Chaw Sang et el , Image Segmentation or MRllmiiQII ualng 
wavelettrwllform and artlflcllil ntLnl nttwortl , pro<:&e<MOS of the 7tt 
JSPS-VCC Seminar 1n lrlegreted En(Jneenng, Unlverslly of Malaya, 
1998,pp32-37 

• SOIT18Sirldram. N Se~n. Woo Chaw Seng, MM!ng Rapid 
Prototyp .. or Implants by lnttill'lllon or~ lind SU,..ollthography 
IMirr conference. 27-29 Aug 99, PWTC, Kuele Lumpur. Malaysia 

• Mangalam S, N SeMwltan, Sepiyan Babe, Mat.rtal Clualftclllon or 

Figure A.J: Publications Screen Sbot 

4. Award Page 

the awards won IOJ tile research work 

• Anugerllh Ttchaouru 8yllt.ma (Beat rr Project) fOf Malong Reptd 
Protol',Pes ot mplants by fntegreaon d ~ and Stertollth~ephy 
IPTA 2001 

• suver Mtdal lor Making Rap1d Prototypes of Implant by Jntegraaon ot MRI 
end Stereollthogrephy 
Scumce and Technology Em1btbon 2001 an PWTC 

• Gold Mtdll tor Malong Rap1d Portotypes ot lnlltart by lntegrllbon of MRI 
end Stereollhlo~ephy 
IPPP IRPA Elchlbibon 2001, UniV9rSityof Malaya 

Figure A.4: Award Page Screen Sbot 
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5. People Page 

... IMCAL. ~csa Pt~toc••••:ta 

.. ......eM GROUP 

---------------------------------~~~ 
Reu.-ch sup..-vlsor 

Selvaoalhan ts the Deputy Dean tor O&Velopmert and 1 
s f8cully Dr Selvenathen oblained his Bachelofs Degre 

n 1974. proceedmg wtlh lls Masters 10 System Engmeern 
pt() in 1994 

u of Reaeerc:h: 
Bto-medrcal imaging ad modelfing.lmage & Signal proces· 
Artlncrallntelrgence components I e algol'lbns and wavele 
RealrlY epplrcations rn Medical diagnostics end planing: Ph 
orool systems 

Figure A.5: People Page Screen Shot 

6. Gallery Page 

... aecAL. .......... oc••••No 

.... II.AIItc::H GlltOUP 

3 

Figure A.6: GaUery Page Screen Shot 
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7. Contact Page 

MWDM:AL. IMAcaa P .. oc.eeiNG 
.... ..,..IIICH c:utOUP 

---------------------------~~~~ 

Add,..lltl: 
Prof. Dr. Stlvanllhan Naralnaaamy S$1yani!!!JanMk!m um &cfu rrtt 

Figure A.7: Contact Page Screen Shot 

8. Link Page 

-------------•.Jil11.!,;Hajf:<.fi.f~ '-111" .... . 2 

Figure A.8: Link Page Screen Shot 
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Appendix B: Programming Code 

<!--home . htm--> 

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Medical Image Processing Research Group : 
Home</TITLE></HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=O topMargin=O MARGINHEIGHT="O" 
MARGINWIDTH"' 11 0" > 

<TABLE height=lOO% cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O width= 11 100%11 > 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD colspan==2 height=lOO> <IMG height=lOO src= 11 image/topheader.jpg" 
width=lOO' border=O></TD> 
</TR> 

<TR><TD> 
<TABLE height='' 100%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width=" lOO%"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD height=" lOO% " rowSpan=3 width=149 bgcolor=" #003366" > 
<TABLE height= 11 100%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O width=l49 align=left 
border=O> 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top height=-11 100%" > 
<TD vAlign=top height=" lOO% " > 

<A href="home .htm" ><IMG height=30 src=" image/home2_icon . jpg" width=l49 
border=O name=mainOl></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver( ' main02 ' ) " onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main02 ' ) " 
href="project .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/research_icon . jpg11 width=149 border=O name=main02></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main03 ' ) 11 onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main03 ' ) 11 

href="publication .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src- 11 image/publication_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main03></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main04 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main04 • ) 11 

href= "award .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/award_icon . jpg11 width=149 border=O name=main04></A> 

<A onmouseover= 11 roll0ver ( 'mainOS ' " onmouseout="rollOut ( ' mainOS • ) " 
href="people . php" target=_3elf><IMG height=30 
src=" image/people_icon . jpg•· width=149 border=O name=mainOS></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main06 ' ) " on.mouseout=" rollOut ( ' main06 ' ) " 
href="gallery.php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src="image/gallery_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main06></A> 
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<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main07 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main07 ' ) " 
href="contact.php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/contact_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main07></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main08 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' mainOB ' ) " 
href=" link . php" target=_self><IMG height=30 src=" image/link_icon . jpg" 
width=l49 border=O name=main08></A> 

</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 
<!-- II 

function rollOver(NAME) { 

} 

imagesON = eval (NAME + "_on . src" ) ; 
document . images[NAME] . src= imagesON; 

function rollOut(NAME) { 
imageOFF = eval (NAME + "_off. src" ) ; 
document . images[NAME] . src= imageOFF; 

var mainOl on= new Image() ; mainOl on . src = 
var mainOl-off =new Image(); mainOl off . src 

' image/home2_icon . jpg '; 
= ' image/home_icon . jpg ' ; 

var main02-on =new Image() ; main02 on . src = 
'image/research2_icon . jpg'; var main02_off =new Image() ; 
main02 off . src = ' image/research icon . jpg ' ; 
var main03 on= new Image') ; main03 on . src = 
' image/publication2 icon . jpg'; var main03 off= new Image() ; 
main03 off . src c ' image/publication icon .]pg ' ; 
var main04_on =new Image() ; main04=on . src = ' image/award2_icon . jpg '; 
var main04 off= new Image() ; main04 off . src: ' image/award icon . jpg '; 
var majnos.=on = new Image() ; mainOS_on . src = ' image/people2.=icon . jpg '; 
var mainOS off= new Image() ; mainOS off . src 
' image/people_icon . jpg '; -
var main06 on= new Image() ; main06 on . src = 
' image/gallery2 icon . jpg ' ; var main06 off= new Image() ; 
main06 off . src ~ ' image/gallery icon .]pg '; 
var main07 on= new Image() ; main07 on . src = 
' image/contact2 icon . jpg '; var main07 off= new Image() ; 
main07 off . src ~ ' image/contact icon .]pg '; 
var mainoB on= new Image(); mainOB on . src = 
var mainos.=off =new Image() ; mainOS_off . src 

' image/link2 icon . jpg ' ; 
= ' image/link_icon . jpg '; 

II --> 
</SCRIPT> 

</TO> 
</TR> 

<TR vAlignztop> 
<TO vAlign=top> 
<IMG height=50 src=" image/welcome tab . jpg" width=lOO% border=O 
name=main09><br><br> -
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<font face=arial> 
<p>The Medical Image Processing Research Group is a research group at 
Neural Network Research Laboratory at Faculty of Computer Science & 
Information Technology, University of Malaya . The Lab is equipped with 
a combination of Dell Pentium 4 PCs , Gateway PIII PCs, Sun SPARC and 
Apple Macintosh computers and an array of imaging equipment such as 
Head Mounted Display (HMD) and Magneto Optical Disk (MOD) readers . </p> 

<p>The Lab was established in 1996 when the ~acuity of was built . The 
lab became research source and development area for both 
undergraduates and postgraduates be it at the Masters or PhD 
levels . </p> 

<p>For more information on our research, who we are, and the places we 
work , please follow the links on the left . </p></font> 

</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

<!--project .php--> 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Medical Image Processing Research Group 
Overview</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 

Research 

<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=O topMargin=O MARGINHEIGHT="O" 
MARGINWIDTH="O"> 

<TABLE height=lOO% cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O width=" lOO% " > 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TO co1Span=2 height=lOO><IMG height=lOO src=" image/topheader . jpg" 
width=lOO% border=O></TD> 
</TR> 

<TR><TD> 
<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border•O 
width=" l OO%" > 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TO height=" lOO%" rowSpan=3 width=l49 bgcolor=" #003366"> 
<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPaddingaQ width=l49 align=left 
border=O> 
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<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top height="l00%11 > 
<TD vAlignctop height= 11 100%"> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' mainOl ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' mainOl ' ) " 
href=11 home . htm11 target=_self><IMG height=30 src=" image/home_icon . jpg" 
width=l49 border=O name=mainOl></A> 

<A href="project .php"><IMG height=30 src=" image/research2_icon . jpg" 
width=l49 border=O name=main02></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main03 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main03 ' ) " 
href= "publication .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/publication_icon . jpg11 width=l49 border=O name=main03></A> 

<A onrnouseover= 11 roll0ver ( ' main04 ' ) 11 onmouseout= 11 roll0ut ( ' main04 ' ) " 
href=11 award .php 11 target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/award_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main04></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main05 ' ) " onmouseout-" rollOut ( ' mainOS ' ) " 
href="people .php 11 target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/people_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=mainOS></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main06 ' ) " onrnouseout=" rollOut ( ' main06 ' ) " 
href="gallery . php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src="image/gallery_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main06></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main07 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main07 ' ) " 
href="contact .php11 target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/contact_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main07></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main OS ' ) " onmouseout:==" rollOut ( ' main OS ' ) " 
href=" link .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 src=" image/link_icon . jpg" 
width=149 border=O name=main08></A> 

</TD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 
<!-- II 

function rollOver(NAME){ 

} 

imagesON = eval(NAME + 11 on . src" ) ; 
document . images(NAME] . src= imagesON; 

function rollOut(NAME) { 
imageOFF = eval(NAME + " off . src" ); 
document . images[NAME} . src= imageOFF; 

var mainOl on= new Image() ; mainOl on . src = ' image/home2 icon . jpg '; 
var mainOl-off =new Image() ; mainoi off . src = ' image/home icon . jpg ' ; 
var main02-on • new Image() ; main02 on . src% 
' image/research2 icon . jpg '; var main02 off= new Image() ; 
main02 off . src =- ' image/research_icon . jpg '; 
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var main03 on= new Image() ; main03_on . src = 
' image/publication2_icon . jpg '; var main03_off =new Image() ; 
main03 off . src = ' image/publication_icon . jpg '; 
var main04_on =new Image() ; main04_on . src = ' image/award2_icon . jpg '; 
var main04_off =new Image() ; main04_off . src = ' image/award_icon . jpg ' ; 
var mainOS_on =new Image() ; mainOS_on . src = ' image/people2_icon . jpg ' ; 
var main05 off= new Image() ; mainOS off . src = 
' image/people icon . jpg '; -
var main06 on-= new Image() ; main06 on . src =
' image/gallery2_icon . jpg '; var main06_off =new Image() ; 
main06 off . src • ' image/gallery icon . jpg '; 
var main07 on= new Image() ; maino7 on . src = 
' image/contact2_icon . jpg '; var main07_off =new Image() ; 
main07 off . src • ' image/contact icon . jpg '; 
var main08 on= new Image() ; mainoa on . src = ' image/link2 icon . jpg '; 
var main08=off =new Image() ; mainOB_off . src = ' image/link_icon . jpg '; 

II --> 
</SCRIPT> 
</TD> 
</TR> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD vAlign=top height=" lOO " > 
<IMG height=30 src=" image/research_ tab . jpg" width=lOO% 
border=O><br><br> 
<font face=arial size=4pt><b>The Previous Research 
Conducted</b></font><br><br> 
<font face=arial>Among the research that was conducted in the lab over 
the past few years are as follows : </font><br><br> 

<?php 

include ("config .php" ) ; 

II Connect to the database server 
$dbcnx = @mysql_connect($hostname, $root, $pass) ; 
if ( ! $dbcnx) { 

echo( " <P>Unable to connect to the " . 
"database server at this time . </P>" ) ; 

exit() ; 
} 

II Select the project database 
if (! @mysql_select_db($database) ) { 

echo( "<P>Unable to locate the project " 
"database at this time . </P>" ); 

exit() ; 
} 

?> 

<BLOCKQUOTE> 
<?php 
$researchlist = @mysql_query( "SELECT rtitle, rresearcher , rdescription 
FROM research WHERE status:: ' previous '" ) ; 
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while ($result= @mysql_fetch_array($researchlist)) 
$title = $result( "rtitle" J ; 
$researcher= $result( " rresearcher" ) ; 
$description= $result[ "rdescription" ); 

II Display the award information 
echo ("<p><ul><li>" ); 
echo ("<font face=arial size=2pt><b>$title</b><br>" ) ; 
echo ("$researcher<br>" 
echo ("$description" ) ; 
echo ("</font> " ) ; 
echo ("</li></ul></p>" ); 
} 
?> 

<br><br><font face=arial size=4pt><b>Current Research and 
collaboration</b></font><br><br> 
<font face=arial>The research that is currently in progress</font> 
<?php 
$researchlist = @mysql_query( "SELECT rtitle, rresearcher, r:description 
FROM research WHERE status= ' current '" ) ; 

while ($result= @mysql_fetch_array($researchlist)) 
$title= $result[ "rtitle" ]; 
$researcher= $result[ "rresearcher" ) ; 
$description= $result[ "rdescription" ) ; 

II Display the award information 
echo ("<p><ul><li>" ); 
echo (" <font face=arial size=2pt><b>$title</b><br>" ) ; 
echo ("$researcher<br>") ; 
echo ("$description" ) ; 
echo ("</font> "); 
echo ("</li></ul></p>" ) ; 
} 
?> 

</BLOCKQUOTE> 

</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

<!--publication .php--> 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
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<TITLE>Medical Image Processing Research Group 
</HEAD> 

Publications</TITLE> 

<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=O topMargin=O MARGINHEIGHT="O" 
MARGINWIDTH="O"> 

<TABLE height=lOO% cellSpacing=O cellPadding ... O border=O width-"100%" > 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD colspan=2 height=lOO> <IMG height=lOO src=" image/topheader . jpg" 
width=lOO border=O></TD> 
</TR> 

<TR><TD> 
<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width=" lOO% " > 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD height=" lOO% " rowspanz3 width=" l49" bgcolor=" #003366"> 

<TABLE height=" lOO% " width=" l49" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O 
align=left border=O > 

<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top height="100%"> 
<TD vAlign=top height= 11 100% 11 > 

<A onmouseover= 11 roll0ver ( ' mainOl ' ) " orunouseout="rollOut ( ' mainOl ' ) " 
href= 11 home . htm11 target= self><IMG height=30 src=" image/home_icon . jpg11 

width=149 border=O name=mainOl></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main02 ' ) 11 onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main02 • ) " 
href="project .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src= 11 image/research_icon . jpg" width=149 borderz:O name=main02></A> 

<A href="publication .php"><IMG height=30 
src=" image/publication2_icon.jpg" width=149 border=O name=main03></A> 

<A onmouseover= "rollOver ( ' main04 ' ) " orunouseout=" rollOut ( ' main04 • ) " 
href="award .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src:" image /award_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main04></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' mainOS ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' mainOS • )" 
href="people .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/people_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=mainOS></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver( ' main06 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut( ' main06 ' ) " 
href="gallery .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/gallery_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main06></A> 

<A onmouseover= 11 rollOver ( ' main07 1
) 

11 onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main07 1 ) " 

href="contact .php" target=_sel f><IMG height-30 
src- "image/contact_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main07></A> 

<A on.mouseover="rollOver ( ' main08 ' ) " onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main08 ' ) " 
href="link .php 11 target=_self><IMG he~ght=30 src= 11 image/link icon . jpg" 
widtha149 border=O name=main08></A> -

</TD> 
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</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 
<!.-- II 

function rollOver(NAME) { 

} 

imagesON = eval(NAME + "_on . src" ) ; 
document . images[NAME) . src= irnagesON; 

function rollOut(NAME) { 
imageOFF = eval(NAME + "_off . src" ) ; 
document . irnages(NAME] . src= imageOFF; 

var mainOl_on =new Image() ; mainOl_on . src- ' i mage /home2 icon . jpg '; 
var mainOl off= new Image(} ; mainOl off .src- ' image/home_Icon . jpg '; 

var main02 on= new Image(} ; maino2 on . src 
' image/research2_icon . jpg '; var maino2_off =new Image() ; 
main02 off . src = ' image/research icon . jpg '; 

var main03_on =new Image(}; main03_on . src = 
' image/publication2_icon . jpg '; var main03_off; new Lmage() ; 
main03 off . src = ' image/publication icon . jpg '; 

var main04 on= new Image() ; main04 on . src = 
' image/awarct2_icon . jpg '; var main04_off =new Image() ; main04_off . src 
= ' image/awa rd icon . jpg '; 

var mainOS_on =new Image() ; mainOS_on . src = 
' image/people2_icon . j pg '; var mainOS_off =new Image() ; mainOS_off . src 
= ' image/people_icon . jpg '; 

var main06_ on =new Image() ; main06_on . src = 
· ~mage/gallery2_icon . jpg '; var main06_off =new Image(); 
main06 off . src = ' image/gallery icon . jpg '; 

var main07 on= new Image() ; main07 on . src = 
' image/contact2 icon . jpg '; var main07-off =new Image() ; 
main07 off . src ~ ' image/contact icon .)pg '; 

var main08 on= new Image() ; main08 on . src ' image/link2 icon . jpg '; 
var mainOB_off =new Image() ; main08_off . src = ' image/link_Icon . jpg ' ; 

II --> 
</SCRIPT> 

</TD> 
</TR> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD vAlign=top height="lOO "> 
<IMG height=30 src=" image/publication tab . jpg" width=lOO% 
border=O><br><br> -
<font face=arial>Nurnerous papers have been published be it in the 
computer science journal ot at conference . Among others they are 
: </font><br> 

<?php 

include( "config .php" ) ; 
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II Connect to the database server 
$dbcnx = @mysql_connect($hostname, $user , $pass); 
if (! $dbcnx) { 

echo( " <P>Unable to connect to the " . 
"database server at this time . </P> " ) ; 

e xit () ; 

II Select the project database 
if (! @mysql select db($database) ) { 

echo( "<P>Unable to locate the project " 
"database at this time . </P> " ); 

exit() ; 

?> 

<BLOCKQUOTE> 

<?php 
$publicationlist = mysql_query( " SELECT ptitle, pauthor, pdescription 
FROM publication" ); 

while ($result= mysql fetch array($publicationlist)) 
$title = $result [ "pti tle" f7 
$author= $result[ "pauthor" ) ; 
$description= $result[ "pdescription" ] ; 

II Display the publication information 
echo( "<P>" ) ; 
echo( "<ul><li><font face=arial>$pauthor, <b> $title, </b><br>" ) ; 
echo( "$description($year)</font>" ) ; 
echo( " </li></ul><br>" ) ; 
} 

?> 

</BLOCKQUOTE> 
<lTD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

<!--award .php--> 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
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<TITLE>Medical Image Processing Research Group : Awards</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 
<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=O topMargin=O MARGINHEIGHT="O" 
MARGINWIDTH="O" > 

<TABLE height=" lOO% " cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width=" 1 QQ<} " > 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD colspan=2 height=lOO> 
<IMG height=lOO src=" image/topheader . jpg" width=lOO% border=O> 
<lTD> 
</TR> 
<TR> 

<TD><TABLE height=" lOO% " cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width=" lOO%"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD height=" lOO% " rowspan=3 width=" l49" bgcolor=" #003366" > 
<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O width=149 align-=left 
border=O> 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top height=" lOO%" > 
<TD vAlign=top height=" lOO%" > 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main01 ' ) " onmouseout-"rollOut ( ' mainOl ' }" 
href="home .htm" target=_self><IMG height=30 src=" image/home_icon . jpg" 
width=149 border=O name=mainOl></ A> 

<A onmouseover=" roll0ver( ' main02 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut( ' main02 ' }" 
hrefs"project .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src= " image/research_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main02></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main03 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main03 ' }" 
href=z"publication .php" target=_self><IMG height"'30 
src=" image/publication_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name--m.ain03></A> 
<A href="award .php" ><IMG height=30 src=" image/award2_icon . jpg" 
width=149 border=O name=main04></ A> 
<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main OS ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main OS ' }" 
href-"people . php" target=_self><IMG height:zJO 
src="image/people_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main05></A> 
<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main06 ' ) " onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main06 ' ) " 
href="gallery .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src:=o" image/gallery icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main06></A> 
<A onmouseover=" roll0ver( ' main07 ' }" onmouseout="rollOut( ' main07 ' }" 
href..,. "contact .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/contact_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main07></A> 
<A onmouseove r =" rollOver ( ' main08 ' ) " onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main08 ' }" 
href="direction .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src,.." image/link_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main08></A> 
</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 
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<!-- II 
function rollOver{NAME) { 

imagesON = eval{NAME + "_on.src"); 
document.images[NAME] . src= imagesON; 

function rollOut{NAME) { 
imageOFF = eval (NAME + "_off. src"); 
document . images[NAME] . src= imageOFF; 

var mainOl on= new Image(); mainOl on . src = ' image/home2 icon.jpg '; 
var mainOl-off =new Image{\ ; mainOl off.src = 'image/home_icon.jpg'; 
var main02-on =new Image{); main02 on.src = 
' imagelresearch2_icon.jpg'; var main02_off =new Image(); 
main02 off.src = ' image/research icon.jpg'; 
var main03 on= new Image() ; main03 on.src = 
' image/publication2_icon.jpg '; var main03_off =new Image(); 
main03 off.src = ' image/publication icon . jpg '; 
var maino4_on =new Image(); main04=on .src- 'image/award2_icon.jpg'; 
var main04_off =new Image(); main04_off.src = ' imagelaward_icon.jpg'; 
var mainOS_on =new Image(); mainOS_on.src = ' image/people2_icon.jpg ' ; 
var main05 off= new Image{); main05 off.src = 
'image/people icon . jpg '; -
var main06 on-= new Image{ ; main06 on . src = 
' image/gallery2_icon.jpg'; var main06_off =new Image{); 
main06 off.src = 'image/gallery icon.jpg'; 
var main07_on =new Image(); maln07_on . src = 
' imagelcontact2_icon.jpg'; var main07_off- new Image(); 
main07 off.src ='image/contact icon.jpg '; 
var mainos on= new Image(); mainos on.src • 'imagellink2_icon.jpg'; 
var main08=off =new Image{); mainOS_off.src = 'imagellink_icon.jpg'; 

II --> 
</SCRIPT> 
<lTD> 
</TR> 

<TR vALign=top> 
<TD vAlign=top height-"100~"> 
<IMG height=30 src="image/award_tab . jpg" width=lOO% border=O><br><br> 
<font face=arial>Among the awards won for the research 
work</font><br><br> 

<?php 

include ("config.php"); 

II Connect to the database server 
$dbcnx = @mysql_connect{$hostname, $root, $pass); 

if (! $dbcnx) { 
echo{ "<P>Unable to connect to the " . 
"database server at this time.</P>" ); 

exit(); 
} 

II Select the project database 
if {! @mysql_select_db{$database) ) { 

echo( "<P>Unable to locate the project " 
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"database at this time . </P>" ) ; 
exit(); 
} 

?> 

<BLOCKQUOTE> 

<?php 
$awardlist = @mysql_query("SELECT atitle, projectTitle, adescription 
FROM award" ) ; 

while ($result= @mysql fetch array($awardlist)) 
$title= $result[ "atitle" J ; -
$project= $result("projectTitle" ] ; 
$description= $result( "adescription" ) ; 

II Display the award information 
echo ("<p>"l ; 
echo ("<ul><li><font face=arial><b>$title</b> for 

$project<br>$description</font>") ; 
echo ("</li></ul></p>" ) ; 
} 
?> 

</BLOCKQUOTE> 

<lTD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

<!--people .php--> 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Medical Image Processing Research Group 
</HEAD> 

People</ TITLE> 

<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=O topMargin=O MARGINHEIGHT="O" 
MARGINWIDTH="O" > 

<TABLE height="lOO% " cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width•" lOO% " > 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
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<TO colspan=2 height=lOO> <IMG height=lOO src=11 imageltopheader . jpg11 

width=lOO% border=O><ITD> 
<ITR> 

<TR><TO> 
<TABLE height== 11 100%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width= 11 100%11 > 
<TBOOY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TO height=" lOO%" rowSpan=3 width=" l49" bgcolor=" #003366 11 > 

<TABLE height• 11 100%11 cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O width=-149 align=left 
border=O> 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top height=" lOO%" > 
<TO vAlign=top height=" l00% 11 > 

<A onmouseover=11 roll0ver ( 1 rnain01 1 ) 
11 onmouseout=11 rollOut ( 1 roain01 1 ) " 

href="home .htm11 target=_self><IMG height=30 src=" imagelhome_icon . jpg" 
width=l49 border 0 name=mainOl><IA> 

<A onmouseover=11 roll0ver ( 1 rnain02 ' ) 11 onmouseout= 11 rollOut ( ' rnain02 • ) 11 

href="project .php 11 target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" irnage/research_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main02></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main03 ' ) " onmouseout=11 roll0ut ( ' main03 • ) 11 

href= 11publication . php 11 target= self><IMG height=30 
src=" imagelpublication icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main03></A> 

<A onmouseover=11 roll0ver ( 1 rnain04 ' ) 11 onrnouseout= 11 rol10ut ( ' main04 • ) 11 

href="award. php 11 target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" irnagelaward_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O narne=main04></A> 

<A href="people .php" ><IMG height=30 src=" image/people2_icon . jpg11 

width~149 border=O name=rnainOS><IA> 

<A onrnouseover=" rollOver ( ' rnain06 1 ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( 1 main05 1 ) " 

href="gallery .php 11 target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=11 imagelgallery_icon . jpg11 width=l49 border=O name=main06></A> 

<A onmouseover- 11 rollOver ( ' main07 ' ) " onrnouseout=" rollOut ( 1rnain07 • ) 11 

href="contact .php 11 target=_self><I MG height=30 
src= 11 irnagelcontact_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=rnain07><1A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( 1 main08 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main08 1 ) 11 

href=" link .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 src="irnage/link icon . jpg" 
width=149 border=O name=main08></A> -

</TD> 
</TR> 
</TBOOY> 
</TABLE> 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 
< !-- II 

function rollOver(NAME) { 
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} 

imagesON = eval(NAME + "_on . src " ) ; 
document.images[NAME] . src= imagesON; 

function rollOut(NAME} { 
imageOFF = eval(NAME + "_off . src" ); 
document . images[NAME] . src= imageOFF; 

var mainOl_on =new Image() ; mainOl_on . src =- ' image/home2_icon . jpg '; 
var mainOl_off =new Image() ; mainOl_off . src = ' image/home_icon . jpg '; 
var main02 on= new Image() ; main02 on . src = 
' image/research2 icon . jpg '; var main02 off- new Image() ; 
main02 off . src =- ' image/research icon . jpg '; 
var main03 on= new Image() ; main03 on . src = 
' image/publication2_icon . jpg '; var main03_off =new Image() ; 
main03 off . src = ' image/publication icon . jpg '; 
var main04 on= new Image() ; main04-on. src = ' image/award2 icon . jpg '; 
var main04=off =new Image() ; main04_off . src = ' image/award_icon . jpg '; 
var main05_on =new Image() ; main05_on . src = ' image/people2_icon . jpg '; 
var main05_off =new Image() ; main05_off . src = 
' image/people_icon . jpg ' ; 
var main06 on= new Image() ; main06 on . src = 
' image/gallery2_icon . jpg '; var main06_off =new Image() ; 
main06 off . src = ' image/gallery icon . jpg ' ; 
var maino7 on= new Image() ; main07 on . src = 
' image/contact2 icon . jpg '; var main07 off= new Image(); 

main07 off . src = ' image/contact icon . jpg '; 
var mainoa on= new Image(); mainoa on . src- ' image/link2 icon . jpg '; 
var main08=off =new Image() ; mainOS off . src = ' image/link_icon . jpg '; 

II --> 
</SCRIPT> 
</TO> 
</TR> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD vAlign=top heignt=" lOO% " > 
<IMG height=30 src"- "image/people tab . jpg" width=lOO ~ border=O><br><br> 
<center><font face=arial size=4pt><b>Research 
Supervisor</b></font></center> 
<?php 

include ( "config . php" ) ; 

II connect to the database server 
$dbcnx = @mysql_connect($hostname, $user, $pass); 
if ( ! $dbcnx) { 

echo( "<P>Unable to connect to the " . 
"database server at this time . </P>" ) ; 

exit(); 

II Select the jokes database 
if (! @mysql_select_db($database) ) { 

echo( "<P>Unable to locate the project " 
"database at this time . </P>" ) ; 

exit () ; 
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?> 

<BLOCKQUOTE> 

<?php 

$peoplelist = mysql_query("SELECT peopleTitle, peopleName, peopleinfo, 
researchArea, email, picName FROM people WHERE status='supervisor '" ); 
while($result = mysql fetch array($peoplelist)) { 

$title = $result [ "peopleTi tle" 1; 
$name $result [ "peopleName" 1; 
$info= $result{"peopleinfo"]; 
$area= $result[ " researchArea"1; 
$email= $result["email"1; 
$pic= $result["picName" ]; 

II Display the pic with author information 
echo ("<table border=l celspacing=O celpadding=O width=lOO%>"); 
echo ("<tr>"); 
echo ("<td width=20% valign=top>" ); 
echo ("<center><img height=lOO width=80 src='imageiSpic' 
alt= ' $name ' ></center>" ); 
echo ("<ltd>"); 
echo ("<td><font face=arial><b>$title $name</b><br><br>" ); 
echo ("$info<br><br>"); 
echo ("<b>Areas of Research:<lb><br>$area<br><br>"); 
echo ("E-mail: <A HREF='mailto:$email ' >Semail<IA><Ifont><ltd>"); 
echo ("<ltr><ltable><br><br>"); 
} 

?> 

<center><font face=arial size=4pt><b>Research 
Assistant<lb><lfont><lcenter> 

<?php 

$peoplelist = mysql query( "SELECT peopleTitle, peopleName, peopleinfo, 
researchArea, email~ picName FROM people WHERE status='research 
assistant '" ); 
while($result - mysql_fetch_array($peoplelist)) 

$title= $result["peopleTitle"]; 
$name= $result[ "peopleName" ]; 
$info .. $result("peopleinfo"J; 
$area= $result["researchArea" 1; 
$email= $result["email"]; 
$pic= $result["picName"~; 

II Display the pic with author information 
echo ("<table border=l celspacing=O celpadding=O width=lOO%>"); 
echo ("<tr>"); 
echo ("<td width=20% valign=top>" ) ; 
echo ("<center><img height=lOO width=80 src='imagel$pic ' 
alt= ' $name ' ></center>" ); 
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echo ("</td>" ); 
echo (" <td><font face=arial><b>$title $name</b><br><br>"); 
echo ("$info<br><br>"); 
echo ("<b>Areas of Research : </b><br>$area<br><br>") ; 
echo ("E-mail : <A HREF- ' mail to : $email ' >$email</A></font></td> " ); 
echo ("</tr></table>" ); 
} 

?> 
</BLOCKQUOTE> 

</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
<lTD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 

<!--gallery .php--> 

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Medical Image Processing Research Group 
Gallery</TITLE> 
</HEAD> 

<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=O topMargin=O MARGTINHEIGHT=" O" 
MARGINWIDTH="O"> 

<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width=" lOO%"> 
<TBODY> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD colspan=2 height=lOO> <IMG height=lOO src=" image/topheader.jpg" 
width=lOO% border=O></TD> 
</TR> 

<TR><TD> 
<TABLE heigbt=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width="lOO%" > 
<TBODY> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD height=" lOO ¥" rowSpan=3 width=" l49" bgcolor=" #003366"> 

<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O width=l49 align=left 
border=O> 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top heightc" lOO%"> 
<TO vAlign=top height= "lOO%"> 
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<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' mainOl ' ) " onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main01 ' ) " 
href="home . htm" target=_self><IMG height=30 src=" image/home_icon . jpg" 
width=149 border=O name=mainOl></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main02 ' ) " onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main02 • ) " 
href="project .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/research_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main02></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main03 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main03 • ) 
href="publication .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/publication_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main03></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main04 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main04 ' ) " 
href="award . php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/award_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name-=main04></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main05 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOver ( ' main05 ' ) " 
href="people .php " target= self><IMG height=30 
src="image/people_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main05></A> 

<A href= "gallery .php" ><IMG height=30 src=" image/gallery2_icon. jpg" 
width=149 border=O name=main06></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main07 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOver ( ' main07 ' ) " 
href="contact .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/contact_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O namezmain07></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main08 ' ) " onmouseout="rollOver ( ' main08 ' ) " 
href=" link .php" target= self><IMG height=30 src=" image/link icon . jpg" 
width=l49 border=O name;main08></A> -

</TD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 
< !-- II 

function rollOver(NAME) { 

} 

imagesON "' eval (NAME + " on. src" ) ; 
document . images[NAME1 . src= imagesON; 

function rollOut(NAME) { 
imageOFF = eval (NAME + "_off. src" ) ; 
document . images[NAME] . src= imageOFF; 

var mainOl on= new Image() ; mainOl on . src = ' image/home2 icon . jpg '; 
var mainOl=off =new Imagel) ; mainOl_off . src = ' image/home_lcon . jpg ' ; 
var main02 on= new Image(); main02 on . src = 
' image/research2 icon . jpg '; var main02 off= new Image() ; 
main02_off . src =- ' image/research_icon . jpg'; 
var main03 on= new Image(); main03 on . src = 
' image/publication2 icon . jpg '; var main03 off new Image() ; 
main03_off . src • ' image/publication_icon .]pg '; 
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var main04 on= new Image(); main04 on . src = 
var main04-off =new Image(); main04 off.src 
var main05-on =new Image(); main05 on.src = 
var main05-off =new Image(); mainOS off.src 

' image/award2_icon.jpg ' ; 
= 'image/award_icon.jpg'; 
'image/people2_icon.jpg '; 

' image/people icon . jpg'; -
var main06 on-= new Image(); main06 on.src = 
' image/gallery2_icon.jpg'; var main06_off =new Image() ; 
main06 off . src ='image/gallery icon.jpg ' ; 
var maln07 on= new Image(); maln07 on.src = 
'image/contact2 icon.jpg'; var main07 off= new Image(); 
main07 off.src ~'image/contact icon.)pg'; 
var mainoa on= new Image(); mainoa on.src = 'image/link2_icon.jpg ' ; 
var main08=off =new Image(); mainOS_off.src = 'image/link_icon . jpg'; 

II --> 
</SCRIPT> 
</TD> 
</TR> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD vAlign=top> 
<IMG height=30 src="image/gallery_tab . jpg" width=lOO% 
border=O><br><br> 

<?php 

include ("config .php"); 

II Connect to the database server 
$dbcnx = @mysql_connect($hostname, $user, $pass); 
if (! $dbcnx) { 
echo( "<P>Unable to connect to the " . 

"database server at this time.</P>" ) ; 
exit(); 

II Select the resea~ch database 
if (! @mysql select db($database) ) { 

echo( "<P>unable-to locate the research " 
"database at this time . </P>" ); 
exit(); 
} 

?> 

<?php 
$imagelist = mysql query("SELECT imageTitle, projectTitle, 
imageDescription, imageName FROM gallery"); 

while ($result c mysql fetch array($imagelist)) 
$title= $result["imageTitle"J; 
$info= $result["imageDescription" ); 
$project= $result[ "projectTitle" ]; 
$pic= $result( " imageName"J; 
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II Display the image with image information 
echo ("<center><table width=SO% border=l cellspacing=O 
cellpadding=O>" ); 
echo ( "<tr><td width=lOO% align=center><img width=200 height=200 
src= ' gallery/Spic ' alt= ' Stitle ' ></td></tr>"); 
echo (" <tr><td width=lOO% align=center><font 
face=arial>Spic<br>$info</font></td></tr>"); 
echo (" </tr><br>" ); 
} 

?> 

</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

</TD> 
</TR> 

</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

</BODY> 
</HTML> 

<!--contact . php--> 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Medical Image Processing Research Group 
Information</TITLE></HEAD> 

Contact 

<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=O topMargin=O MARGINHEIGHT=" O" 
MARGINWIDTH=" O" > 

<TABLE height="1009: " cellSpacing=O cel lPadding=O border=O 
width=" lOO% " > 
<TBODY> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD height=lOO><IMG height=lOO src=" image/topheader . jpg" width=lOO% 
border=O></TD> 
</TR> 

<TR> 
<TD> 

<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width=" lOO%" > 

<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign,...top> 
<TO height-"100%" rowSpan=3 width=" 149" bgcolor=" #003366" > 
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<TABLE height=" lOO% " cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O width=149 
align=left border=O> 

<TBOOY> 
<TR vAlign=top height= "lOO% " > 
<TO vAlign=top height=" lOO% "> 
<A onmouseover=" rollOver( 1 main01 1 1 " orunouseout=" roll0ut( 1 main01 1 ) " 

href="home . htm" target= self><IMG height=30 srca" image/home_icon . jpg" 
width=149 border=O name~mainOl></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( 1 main02 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main02 1 ) " 

href="project . php" target=_self><IMG height::30 
src=" image/research_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main02></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( 1 main03 1
) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( 1 main03 1 ) 11 

href="publication . php11 target= self><IMG height=30 
src=11 image/publication_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main03></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver { ' main04' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main04 1 ) " 

href="award .php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/award_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main04></A> 

<A onmouseover-"rollOver ( 1 main05') " onroouseout=" rollOut { 1 main05 1
) " 

href="people . php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src="image/people_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=mainOS></A> 

<A onroouseover=" rol10ver( 1 main06 ' ) " onmouseout="roll0ut( 1 main06 1
) " 

href="gallery .php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src="image/gallery_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main06></A> 

<A href= 11 contact.php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/contact2_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main07></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver { 1 main08 1
) 

11 onmouseout="rollOut { 1 main08 1
) " 

href=" link .php11 target=_self><IMG height=30 src=" image/link_icon . jpg" 
width=149 border=O name=main08></A> 

</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 
<!-- II 

function rollOver(NAME) { 
imagesON = eval(NAME + " on.src" ); 
document . images[NAME] . src= imagesON; 

function rollOut{NAME) ( 
imageOFF = eval(NAME ~ " off . src") ; 
document . images[NAME] . src= imageOFF; 

var mainOl on = 
var mainOl off 

new Image() ; mainOl_on . src = 1 image/home2_icon . jpg 1 ; 

new Image() ; mainOl_off . src z ' image/home_icon.jpg 1 ; 
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var main02 on= new Image() ; main02 on . src = 
' image/research2 icon . jpg ' ; var main02 off= new Image(); 
main02 off . src =- ' image/research icon . ]pg ' ; 

var main03 on= new Image() ; maln03 on.src = 
' image/publlcation2_icon . jpg '; var main03_off =new Image(); 
main03 off . src ' image/publication_icon.jpg' ; 
var main04 on= new Image(); main04 on . src = ' image/award2 icon . jpg '; 

var main04 off= new Image(); main04-off . src = ' image/award=icon . jpg ' ; 
var mainOS on new Image(); main05 on . src = 

' image/people2_icon . jpg ' ; var mainOS off= new Image(); mainOS_off . src 
='image/people icon . jpg '; 
var main06 on~ new Image() ; main06 on . src = 

' image/gallery2 icon . jpg ' ; var main06 off= new Image() ; 
main06 off . src ~ ' image/gallery icon .]pg ' ; 

var main07 on= new Image() ; main07 on . src = 
' image/contact2 icon . jpg '; var main07 off= new Image() ; 
main07 off . src- ' image/contact icon . ]pg '; 

var main08 on= new Image() ; main08 on.src = ' image/link2 icon . jpg '; 
var main08_off • new Image() ; main08-off . src = ' image/link=icon . jpg '; 

II --> 
</SCRIPT> 
<lTD> 
</TR> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD vAlign=top> 
<IMG height=30 src=" image/contact_tab . jpg" width:::::lOO% 

border=O><br><br> 
<font face=arial><b>Mailing Address : <lb><br> 

Neural Network Lab,<br> 
Faculty of Computer Science & Information 

Technology,<br> 
University of Malaya, <br> 
50603 Kuala Lumpur, 

Malaysia<br><br> 
<b>Phone Number : <lb><br> 
Lab : &nbsp; </font><font class=noir>03-

777777</font><br> 
Fax : &nbsp ; </font><font class=noir>03-

888888</font><br><br> 

<?php 

include ("config .php"); 

II Connect to the database server 
$dbcnx = @mysql_connect($hostname, $root, $pass); 

if (! $dbcnx) { 
echo( " <P>Unable to connect to the database server at this time . </P>" 

) ; 

exit() ; 
} 

II Select the research database 
if (! @mysql_select_db($database) ) { 
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echo( "<P>Unable to locate the research database at this tiroe . </P>" 
) ; 
exit(); 
} 

?> 

<font face=arial><b>E-roail Addresses : </b></font><br> 

<?php 

$eroaillist = mysql_query( "SELECT peopleTitle, peopleNaroe, email FROM 
people " ) ; 

while ($emailadd = mysql fetch array($emaillist)) 
$title = $emailadd[ "peopleTitle" l ; 
$name= $emailadd[ "peopleNaroe" ) ; 
$email= $eroailadd[ "email " ) ; 

II Display the email list 
echo( "<font face=arial><b>$title $name</b> &nbsp; &nbsp;<A 
HREF= ' mailto :$email ' >$eroail</A></font><br><br>" )i 

} 

?> 

</TO> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

<lTD> 
</TR> 

</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

</BODY> 
</HTML> 

<!--link . php--> 

<HTML> 
<HEAD> 
<TITLE>Medical Image Processing Research Group : Related Link</TITLE> 
<LINK href="styleOl .css " type=text/css rel=stylesheet> 
</HEAD> 

<BODY bgColor=#ffffff leftMargin=O topMargin=O MARGINHEIGHT=" O" 
MARGINWIDTH="O"> 

<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width= " lOO%" > 
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<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD colspan=2 height=lOO><IMG height=lOO src="image/topheader . jpg" 
width=lOO% border=O></TD> 
</TR> 

<TR><TD> 
<TABLE height=" lOO%" cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O border=O 
width="lOO%"> 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD height=" lOO%" rowSpan=3 width=" l49" bgcolor=" l#003366" > 

<TABLE height= 11 100%11 cellSpacing=O cellPadding=O widthcl49 align=left 
border=O> 
<TBODY> 
<TR vAlign=top height=" l00% 11 > 
<TD vAlign=top height=" lOO% " > 

<A onmouseover-="rollOver ( ' mainOl ' ) " onmouseout-=" rollOut ( ' mainOl ' ) 11 

href= 11 home . htm" target= self><IMG height=30 src=" image/home_icon . jpg11 

width=149 border=O name~mainOl></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main02 ' )" onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main02 ' ) " 
href="project .php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/research_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main02></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main03 ' ) " onmouseout=" rollOut ( ' main03 ' ) " 
href="publication .php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/publication_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main03></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main04 ' ) " onmouseout= 11 rollOut ( ' main04 ' ) 11 

href="award . php" target=_self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/award icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main04></A> 

<A onmouseover=" rollOver ( ' main OS) " onmouseout:::::" rollOut ( ' main OS ' ) " 
href="people .php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src="image/people_icon . jpg" width=l49 border=O name=main05></A> 

<A onmouseover="rollOver ( ' main06 ' ) 11 onmouseout= "rollOut ( ' main06 ' ) " 
href="gallery .php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/gallery_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main06></A> 

<A onmouseover=11 rollOver ( ' main07 ' ) " onmouseout="rollOut ( ' main07 ' ) " 
href= 11 contact .php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/contact_icon . jpg" width=149 border=O name=main07></A> 

<A href=" link .php" target= self><IMG height=30 
src=" image/link2_icon . jpg"- width=149 border=O name=mainOS></A> 

</TD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 

<SCRIPT language=javascript> 
<!-- II 
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function rollOver(NAME) { 

} 

imagesON ... eval(NAME + "_on . src " ) ; 
document . images[NAME) . src= imagesON; 

function rollOut(NAME) { 
imageOFF = eval (NAME + "_off. src" ) ; 
document . images[NAME] . src=_imageOFF; 

var mainOl_on =new Image() ; mainOl on . src = ' image/home2 icon . jpg '; 
var mainOl off= new Image() ; mainOl=off . src = ' image/home=icon . jpg '; 
var main02 on= new Image() ; main02 on . src = 

'image/research2 icon . jpg '; var main02 off= new Image() ; 
main02 off . src =- ' image/research icon . j pg '; 

var main03 on= new Image() ; maln03 on . src = 
' image/publlcation2_icon . jpg '; var main03_off =new Image() ; 
main03 off . src = ' image/publication icon . jpg '; 
var main04 on new Image() ; ma i n04_on . src = ' image/award2_icon . jpg '; 

var main04 off= new Image() ; main04 off . src = ' image/award_icon . jpg '; 
var main05 on= new Image() ; main05 on . src = 

' image/people2_icon . jpg '; var mainOS off= new Image(); main05_off . src 
= ' image/people icon . jpg '; 
var main06 on; new Image() ; main06 on . src 

' image/gallery2 icon . jpg '; var main06 off= new Lmag~() ; 
main06_off . src; ' image/gallery_icon .)pg '; 
var main07 on= new Image() ; main07 on . src 

' image/contact2 icon . jpg '; var main07 off= new Image() ; 
main07 off . src- ' image/contact icon . jpg '; 
var main08 on= new Image() ; main08 on . src = ' image/link2 icon . jpg '; 

var main08 off= new Image() ; main08-off . src = ' image/link=icon . jpg '; 

II --> 
</SCRIPT> 
</TD> 
</TR> 

<TR vAlign=top> 
<TD vAlign=top height=" lOO% "> 
<IMG height=30 src=" image/link_tab . jpg" width=lOO% border=O><br><br> 

<?php 
include( "config .php") ; 
II Connect to the database server 
$dbcnx = @mysql_connect($hostnarne, $user, $pass) ; 
if ( ! $dbcnx) { 
echo( "<P>Unable to connect to the " 

"database server at this time . </P>" ) ; 
exit(); 
} 

II Select the research database 
if (! @mysql_select_db($database) ) { 

echo( "<P>Unable to locate the research " 
"database at this time . </P>" ) ; 

exit () ; 
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?> 

<BLOCKQUOTE> 

<?php 
$linkl_ist = @mysql_query( "SELECT organization, linkAdd FROM link" ) ; 

while ($result= @mysql fetch array(Slinklist)) 
$organization = $result[ "organfzation"); 
$link= $result["linkAdd" ] ; 

II Display the link with the name of the organization 
echo ( "<p>"); 
echo( "<font face=arial>$organization </font><br>" ); 
echo ("<A HREF='$link'>$link</A>"); 
echo ("</p>" ); 

?> 

</BLOCKQUOTE> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</TD> 
</TR> 
</TBODY> 
</TABLE> 
</BODY> 
</HTML> 
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